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vi i 
The collective bargaining practices among Utah's council-
manager municipalit ies was studied through a review of existing 
1 iterature and two surveys, one of which· focused upon the po 1 i ci es 
and practices of Utah's fourteen mun i cipalities governed under the 
council-manager system and having a population of 2,000 or more . The 
second survey was a microcosmic study of Ogden City's collective 
bargaining pract ices as defined by administrators and employee 
representatives. 
The fi r st survey involvi ng the collective bargaining practices 
of Utah's fourteen counc i l-manager· munici palities indicated that two 
factors were present . They are: ('1) formal employee organizati ons 
ex i sted in areas with the largest and densest population str uctures, 
and (2) all mun i cipalities sur veyed had some form of collective 
negot iati on procedure fo r emp 1 oyees. The· amount of bargain i ng, or 
number of i ssues barga i nable , appea red to· depend on formality of 
procedure involved and me rit service classi f icat i on . It appeared that 
the most barga i ni ng took place under a meri t-formal combination, and 
viii 
the least under a nonmerit-advisory situation. 
The Ogden study examined· Ogden's home rule government, the 
current status of existing employee· organizations, and various 
aspects of the bargaining· situation . Four employee organizations 
exist in Ogden--one national · union and three independent local 
associations--with individual bargaining methods oriented toward 
betterment of the employment situation . Though each employee 
organization seeks recogni tion in a different manner and is limited 





Collective bargaining in the public service 
Until the classic case of Commonwealth vs . Hunt1 in 1842 , 
collective bargaining attempts, and specifically unions, were viewed 
as objects of criminal conspiracy and subject to legal pro6cution . 
Ninety-three years later the Supreme Court reinforced the decision 
and approved the right of workers to organize and bargain collectively 
under the Wagner Act. Later, under the aegi s of the Taft-Hartly Act 
of 1947, this "brokerage" power -was made more viable by prohibiting 
unfair labor practices and -coercion -of employees by unions. 
Even with these liberal policies in -the industrial world there 
are still pockets of the laboring society-where little is known of 
the present existing bargaining practices . Governments per form a 
myriad of roles including those of employer, custodian, regulator of 
enterprise, umpire, contractor, .and guardian of the "general welfare . "2 
Because of these numerous roles, the fact that government, particularly 
local government, is the fastest growing .employer of personnel in the 
nation is often forgotten . There would seem to be an urgent need to 
examine America's largest and most rap idly increasing work force . 
Governments tend to encounte r mo re en i gmati c probl ems than 
145 Mass . (4 Met . ) III (1842) . 
2National Council of .Churcbes,- The .Right . to .Strike .and the 
General Welfare, Committee on Church and Economic Life (New York : 
Council Press, 1967), p. 19 . 
2 
does business in designating ~ spokesmen for both ~ publ ic managers and 
employees . This l ack of identification has contributed to an attitude 
of militancy wh ich has resulted i n wal kouts and strikes in cities 
throughout the country . Repeatedly ~ newspaper headlines appear about 
welfare, hospital, transportati on, education, firemen, and san i tat i on 
workers who either are on strike or threatening to stri ke . 3 
Dr . Roll i n B. Posey states : 
Not on ly have mo re and more .government workers been joini ng 
1 abor un i ens, but they have become more and more mil it ant 
in their dealings with their government· employers . 4 
Because there is such .a problem .in .designating spokesmen for 
publ i c management and -in the .selecti on of an .exclusive representat i ve 
for employees, three problems arise i n .the public ~ sector : (1) which 
supervisory employees may join .un i ons (or . independent ~ local associ ations) 
and bargain collect i vely wi th .management but may .not be included i n 
the same bar gaining units as their subordinates; . (2) which of the 
emp loyees are cons i dered a part of "management" and therefore may not 
be included in t he employee .bargain ing un i ts; (3) who in the ranks of 
wanagement has the power to bargain for .the publ i c .employer . 5 
To al levi ate .the pressure .generated by .pub lic employees, 
governments are adopting various .methods of barga i ni ng rang i ng from 
3Robert E. Catlin, . "Should .Publ ic Employees have the Ri ght to 
Strike," .Public Personnel .Review, Vol . 29, No . 1 (January, 1968), 
p . 2-6. 
4Rollin B. Posey, "The New Militancy of Public Employees," Public 
Administrat i on Review, Vo l . 28, No . 2 (March/ Apri l, 1968), p. 111 -1~
5cheste r A. Newland, . "Coll ect ive .Bargai ni ng Concepts : 
Applications i n Gover nments," Rub-Jic .Administr ation Review, Vol. 28, 
No . 2 (Ma rch/ Ap r i l , 1968), p. 11 7-126 . 
3 
decentralized bargaining limited to -non-economic issues, to 
centralized bargaining including construction of the budget . 
Since 1966, one-sixth of America's total work force has been 
attributed to public employment . However, the number of public worke r s 
able to bargain collectively is only 10 per cent . Future estimates show 
that by 1970 one out of five employed persons will be a government 
employee, and by 1980 one out of four. 6 
Out of this rapidly expanding segment of the working society 
most of the growth will be in the state and local area . The U. S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics states that: 
As in the past 15 years nearly all the increase in government 
employment will be in state and local government agencies . 
Population growth and the movement of people from rural to 
urban areas and from cities to suburbs will continue to 
raise requirements for education and public health service, 
police and fire protection, sanitation, street and highway 
maintenance, welfare and other services . As a result, state 
and local government employment is expected to rise by more 
than 50 per cent between 1960 and 1975, whereas it is 
assumed that little change will take place in federal employ-
ment, under the conditions of minimum unemployment and no 
major wa rs or catastrophies assumed in these projections . ? 
The public manager is rapidly learning that government 
employees, like their counterparts in private enterprise, are subject 
to insecurity of employment, accidents, inflation _and rising prices, 
illness and old age, and the desire to upgrade their positions . The 
nemesis of the public employee would seem to be antiquated procedure! 
Great strides have been made on the national level since 1960 
6Allen Wisenfeld, "Public Employees--Fi rst or Second Class 
Citizens," Labor Law Journal, Vol. 16, No . 11 (November, 1965), p. 
687-688 . 
7u. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Speci al .Labor Force Report, 
(Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office March, 1963), p. 2. 
4 
when President Kennedy created a "Task Force" to study management-
employee relations in the federal service . On June 17, 1962, President 
Kennedy issued Executive Order 10988 directing federal agencies to 
recognize and bargain with unions that represented their employees . 
The Order initially spelled out a clear-cut policy on collective 
employee representation under which a wide variety of arrangements 
for cooperation and consultation prevail under a mandatory regulation .8 
One of the most significant aspects of the Executive Order is 
the responsibility vested in the individual federal agencies. Each 
department and agency is responsible for making decisions respecting 
representation questions and for .implementing the Order. 9 
Through .Executive Order l 0988 employees can organize, receive 
official recognition, .consult on policy procedures, and under certain 
conditions negotiate with management on working conditions. 10 In 
essence the Order denies federal employees the right to strike, but 
it permits negotiations on such pertinent issues as working conditions, 
schedules, promotions, and fringe .benefits. 
Rather than go into detail with the implications of Executive 
Order 10988 and federal collective bargaining it is sufficient to say 
that: 
The Order has been .acclaimed as a .creative masterpiece in 
an area--pub 1 i c personnel management~-where tranquility 
and sterility have long been· preferred to innovation . 
Credit belongs entirely to the Kennedy Administration since 
8william B. Vosloo, .Collective .Bargaining in the United States 
Federal .Civil Service (Chicago, !lhnois : Publ1c Personnel Assoc1at1on, 
1966)' p. 2 . 
9weisenfeld, Labor .Law Journal, Vol. 16, No . ll, p. 689 . 
10Ibid. 
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the task force which produced the Order was manned almost 
excl usi vely by pr omi nent New Frontiersmen, not by career 
civil servants .... Thus it is not surprising that the 
Task Force Report and the Execut i ve Order both refl ect th e 
labor relations doctrines and philosophies hewed out i n the 
rough and tumbl e pri vate sector of t he Amer ican Political 
economy to a much greater degree than they do the wre 
cl ois t ered, antisepti c worl d of the civil servi ce . 
Another pioneer program in collective bargai ning practices 
is developing i n Canada. Within the last twenty years Canada has 
seen the enactment and amendment of laws controlling the i nter-
relationship between the employer and employee at the federal and 
provincial levels of government . More recently, municipal labor 
relations in Canada's ten provinces have enveloped the labor relations 
acts controlling private industry to encourage more flexibility. 12 
Richard L. Salik provides an .overview in comparing bargaining 
practices at these three levels of .government, dwelling on the 
diversity of laws and practices .among .the provincial entities . 13 
These differences in employee~management relations are evident in 
both philosophy and practice .and reflect varying views concerning 
sovereignty of the several governments . 
On the state level, Kenneth 0. Warner points out that state 
legislation governing labor relations for publi c employees reveal s 
11 Wilson R. Hart, "The U. S. Civil Service Learns to Li ve wi th 
Executive Order 10988 : An Interim Appraisal ·," · Industri-a l and Labor 
Relations Review, Vol. 17 (January, 1964), p. 206-207 . 
13Ibi d. 
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a pattern in which regulations for state, municipal, and local govern-
ment employees are often intermingled . 14 Those states now possessing 
statutes or constitutional provisions specifically permitting the 
right to organize and bargain collectively in public employment are : 
Connecticut, Missouri, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Delaware, 
New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Washington, and Wisconsin . 15 In 
most of these states the right to bargain is extended to state, 
county, and municipal employees, except in Connecticut and Michigan 
where civil service laws exclude state employees from bargaining 
collectively . 
rights: 
Other states are selective in their granting of bargaining 
Maine and Wyoming .have .legislation granting bargaining 
rights to firemen only . . Laws providing for collective 
negotiations in public education exist in Alaska, 
California, Connecticut, Florida, Massachusetts, 
Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Oregon, Washington, 
and Wisconsin. Recognition of unions for collective 
bargaining without specific statutory authorizat~on 
also occurs in some cities in 16 states . . .. 1 
Then there is the municipality, the core of public employment . 
Most of the pioneering of labor relations in .the United States public 
service has taken place on the municipal level . In many instances 
large employee organizations were in operation before there was any 
legal recognition of their existence. 17 
14Kenneth 0. Warner .and Mary L. Hennessy, .Public Management at 
the Bargaining Table (Chicago, Illinois: Public Personnel Assoc1at1on, 
1967)' p. 90 . 
15Posey, Public .Administration .Review, Vol . 28, No . 2, p. 112 . 
16Ibid . 
17warner and Hennessy, .P.ublic .Management at . the Bargaining 
Table, p. 89 . 
At the close of 1965, of 1,147 municipalities with a population 
of more than 10,000, five hundred and twelve or 44 per cent indicated 
by questionnaire that some of . their employees were members of national 
unions and local associations . 18 Statistics on smaller cities, those 
under 10,000, are not available; but it can be assumed that the per-
centage of employee organizations would be -considerably less . 
Kenneth 0. Warner's .efforts have also been directed to editing 
the works of noted authors concentrating their studies on existent 
problems in municipal government . A study of four cities; Hartford, 
Detroit, Philadelphia, and .Cincinnati, .was undertaken in the early 
1960's to determine the intricate .workings of each in the bargaining 
situation. 19 
In another work edited by . Mr. Warner, . the 1 egis 1 ati ve, judicia 1 , 
and administrative problems .of public employee-management relations 
are explored in depth . 20 The focus .of his essay is to explain the 
nexis, or link, between employer and employee, to examine the attitudes 
of both, and propose proper methods .of adjusting to the negotiating 
process. 
A recent reaction to collective bargaining problems in the 
public service is found in the form of a "Symposium on Collective 
180rin F. Nolting and DavidS. Arnold (Ed . ), The Municipal 
Year Book 1966 _(Chicago, Illinois : The International C1ty Managers 
Association, 1966), p. -176. 
19Kenneth 0. Warner (Ed.), Management Relations with Organized 
Public Employees : Theory, Policies, Programs (Chicago, Illinois: 
Public Personnel Association, 1965), p. 73-123 . 
2°Kenneth 0. Warner (Ed . ), Developmen t in Public Employee 
Relations: . Legislative, Judicial, Admi-nistrative (Chicago, Ill i nois : 
Public Personnel Assoc1at1on, 1965). 
8 
Negotiations in the Public Service." 21 The symposium is graced by a 
collecti on of knowledgeable writers including Rollin B. Posey, 
Ches ter A. Newland, Gordon T . . Nesvig, Paul M. Camp, W. Richard Lomax, 
and Felix A. Nigro. The scope of . their articles includes the "New 
Militancy~ in public employment and . the various other implications 
in public administration . . One author, .Mr . Newland, forsees the future 
of collective bargaining in public .employment as ''creative arrange-
ments." 
As governments adopt collective .bargaining some choice of 
emphasis between conflict and cooperation may be possible 
(since conflict is an available choice), but experience 
in private industry . indicates that conflict persists even 
where cooperative efforts prevan .· Therefore, a choice 
between them, so as to eliminate .conflict, is not possible 
in future public .employee management relations. Choice 
is possible, however, .in making use· of the dynamic qualities 
of reasonableness .and variety which are defined in American 
legal and political .experience.22 
Adam Smith suggested that true collective bargaining resulted 
only when both sides of the .labor .spectrum were appeased in an economic 
situation where both incurred .benefits . Mr . Smith states that 
It is not from the .benevolence of the butcher, the 
brewer, or the baker that we expect our dinner, but from 
their regard to their .self-interest. We address ourselves , 
not to humanity, but to tbeir .self-1ove, and never talk 
to them of necessities, but of .their advantages.23 
The problem 
This study will dwell specifically with collective bargaining 
21 "Symposium on Collective Negotiations in the Public Service," 
Public Administration Review, Vol. 28, No. 2 (March/April, 1968), 
p. 111-147. 
22Newland, Public .Administration.Review, Vol . 28,No . 2, p. 126 . 
23Adam Smith, The Wealtb .of .Nations (New York : Modern Library, 
1937), p. 14 . 
9 
i n Utah ' s council-manager muni cipalities. The topic was selected 
because local government is the fastest growing employer of personnel 
i n the nation and because of the enigmatic problems encountered by 
public employees in the bargaining situation . 
Recent trends in collective bargaining among public municipal 
employees have shown that workers are looking for equity in the 
economic benefits of production, protecti-on from exploitation by 
management, and a voice in some of .the decisions affecting their 
lives. 24 Public management, on the other side of the labor spectrum, 
is seeking to preserve certain managerial rights, protect the general 
welfare or public to whom it . is responsible, and provide equitable 
compensation to public employees for services rendered. Collective 
bargaining would seem to be one of the most logical methods for 
employees and the employer to settle conflicts of interest. 25 
Investigation has disclosed that very . little is known of 
collective bargaining practices in the .small .and .medium sized ti.ties 
of Western America, and specifically .Utah . . Mr. A. M. Ferro, 
legal consultant for the Utah .Municipal .League, states: 
You ask whether or .not we have any .information with reference 
to collective bargaining processes in Utah . We must confess 
that there has been little experience in the field of 
24National Council .of .Churches, .The .Right .to Strike and the 
Gener.al .Welfare, p. 13 . 
25This study will use .James .A. Belasco's definition of 
collective bargaining. Mr. Belasco states that "Collective bargaining 
shall be the process of negotiation between the representatives of two 
groups where each possesses .something which is of value to the other . 
The two parties involved in the employment .relationship are the 
employer and the employee." This is found in Keith Ocheltree (Ed . ), 
Government Labor Relations .in Transition {Chicago, Illinois : Public 
Personnel Association, 1966], : p. 34. 
10 
collective bargaining in our communities . 
First of all, there is no statutory language which con-
cerns itself with the process of collective bargaining 
between pub 1 i c agencies and pub 1 i c employees . Ve ry 1 ittl e 
pressure has arisen for this kind· of legislation down to the 
present time because we have had no· major disruption in 
public employment as a result of a failure of public employees 
to develop satisfactory wages, working relationships, etc . 26 
Employee organizati-ons are quite common in the managerial 
systems of council-manager cities; however, the influence they exert 
is somewhat nebulous, or at least varied, .in formulating management 
policies . The International City Managers Association conducted a 
survey in 1966 to determine what proportion of employee organizations 
existed in council-manager municipalities. It was found that "sixty-
one per cent of the cities responding to a questionnaire, circulated 
in 1966 among managers serving cities of 10,000· or more population, 
reported having some type of employee organizations ." 27 
City managers were specifically selected for questionnaire 
response because of their presumed professional competence and philosophy 
of objectivity. With the initiation of the council-manager program 
through its originator, Richard S. Childs, progressiveness and reform-
orientation have been kindled in many .municipalities . 28 
This study also seeks to (1) provide a knowledge of the 
municipalities and their existing employee organizations, (2) define 
26Letter from A. M. Ferro, Utah .Municipal League Consultant, 
to the writer, July 19, 1968 . 
27winston W. Crouch, "Employee Organization in Council-Manager 
Cities: p. 141-157, In Orin F. Nolting and DavidS . Arnold (Ed . ), 
The Munici pal Year Book 1967 (Ch icago, Illinois: International City 
Managers Association, 1967) , p. 137 . 
28John P. East, Council-Manager .Government: The Political 
Thought of its Founder, RichardS . Childs (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: 
Uh1vers1ty of North Carolina Press, 1965). 
11 
t he infl uence of these organizations on bargaining procedures (if 
any exist), (3) label the bargaining procedures accordi ng to method 
i nvolved and scope of bargaining, and (4) .measure the attitude of 
satisfaction with the present .system. 
Three types of employee organizations were considered (l) the 
nationally affiliated union, (2) the independent locan associations 
consisting of self-initiated employee groups, and (3) the informal, 
unstructured employee groups. In some instances these types of 
bargaining units operate within the same confines; however, all three 
types of organizations exhibit a .different style in establishing and 
maintaining relations with management. 
This study deals directly with .Utah's larger council-manager 
governments, geographi ca 11y situated from northern Utah to the state:' s 
southern boundaries. The cities range in population from less than 
2,000 (Monticello) to more than 76,000 . (0gden). Table l shows 
pertinent data on the cities involved, their populations, and current 
city managers . 
In addition to the actual study of collective negotiation 
procedures in Utah's council-manager municipalities, a chapter having 
a definite .bearing on collective bargaining is included . The chapter 
entitled "Foundations of Co 11 ecti ve Bargaining" analyzes the employee-
employer relationship and its responsibility to the publi c or general 
welfare . This chapter attempts to provide .a socio-psychological 
view of the employment situation in public administration . 
Local government has a dual responsibility that must be 
fulfilled. It must protect the publ ic health, safety, and welfare of 
its constituency; and it must .provide both liberty and equality for its 
12 
Table l . Listing of Utah city· managersa 
Year 
Incorporated City Class Population City Manager 
1853 American Fork I I I 7,500 Ray C. Nelson 
1892 Bountiful III 27 ,000 Grant P. Petersen 
1868 Cedar City III 8,400 Arnold E. Anderson 
1922 Clearfield III ll ,500 Clarence J . Stoker 
Monticello III 2,000 Ph illip K. Palmer 
1866 Nephi III 3,000 R. W. Christiansen 
Ogden Home .. Rule 76,000 Charles R. Kelly 
1919 Orem III 25,000 Earl Wengreen 
Richfield III 5,000 Keith Christensen 
1937 Roy III 15,000 A. Wayne Kimber 
1892 St. George III 6,200 M. Lynne Empey 
1893 Sandy III 4,800 Almon A. Nelson 
1898 Vernal III 5,000 Buell Bennett 
1914 West Jordon III 5,000 Robert H. Steadman 
aUtah Municipal League, Directory of Utah Municipal Officials, 
1968-1969, Salt Lake City, Utah : · Utah MUn1c1pa1 · League, 1968. 
employees. To avoid crippling walkouts and strikes that endanger 
America's internal organs of service, a more thorough understanding 
of collective bargaining on the "grass roots" level of the 
municipali ty must be understood. Feli x A. Nigro speaks of this 
ethos as consisting of a need for four basic elements. 
A mixture .of .dernocracy . (rights of the workers to participate 
in determination of management policies), justice (an end 
to the paternalism which has made management the judge of 
the fairness of its treatment of the. employees ), Qragmatism 
(the pol i cies and work results will be much better under 
the partnership agreement), .and -idealism (levels of 
service to the publi c will be greatly i mproved because 




In analyzing collective negotiation procedure in Utah's ci ty 
manager municipalities five hypotheses are proposed. The tentati ve 
hypotheses to be evaluated in this .study are 
I . The city manager, .because .of the .presumed professionalism 
of his office, is more objective and politically neutral 
in dealing with .public municipal employees than would 
be an elected official. 
II. The city manager will exert more policy initiation in 
municipal employee relations if (1) the mayor is 
appointed by the council, and (2) the city manager 
appoints all department heads . 30 
III . The larger the city .the greater the probability that 
employee organizations will exist in the public work 
force of that city. 
IV . The smaller . council~manager . municipalities are more 
likely to have unstructured and informal methods of 
negotiation with management than are municipalities with 
29Felix A. Nigro, ''The . Implicati ons for Public Administration," 
Public .Administration Review, Vol. 28 , No . 2, (March/ April, 1968), 
p. 142 . 30 
In order to adequately t est hypotheses I and II, some 
i nformati on on t he political profil e of city managers was needed . For 
t his purpose two works were consulted . . They are Gl adys M. Kammere r 
et al . , The Urban Political .Community (Boston, Massachusetts : Houghton 
Mifflin Company,1963); and Gladys M. Kamme rer, City Managers in 
Politics , An .Analysis of Manader .Tenure and Termination (Gainesville , 
Flor1da : Univers1ty of Flor1 a Press, 1962) . 
14 
a population of . lO,OOO or more . 
V. The greatest bargaining potential resides in the merit-
Methodology 
formal approach and the least in the non-merit-advisory 
approach . 31 
Collective negotiations in .Utah's city manager municipalities 
were studied through a survey of existing literature and two 'self-
initiated surveys . 
The first survey was .a comprehensive questionnaire directed 
to the city managers in Utah (those in cities of 2,000 or more). All 
city managers returned the completed questionnaire. Similar 
questionnaires were sent to some of the smaller cities with city 
manager~. but the data is not found in this study. Aside from the 
questionnaire, additional information .was obtained through written 
requests and telephone conversations with city managers and officers 
in the Utah Municipal League . 
The questionnaire .was designed to extract information con-
cerning (l) background on the city .managers including administrative 
and policy functions, (2) existence of employee organizations and 
whether they were formally or informally structured, (3) pattern of 
relationships between employees .and city .management concerning 
negotiations, and (4) scope .of bargaining, o~ issues sonsidered 
negotiable. 
The fourteen cities .involved i n the .survey varied both in 
31 rn this study there will .be . six possibilities for the amount 
of bargaining. These possibilities arise from combining a formal, 
15 
size and methods of dealing with municipal employees . The smaller 
cities of 5,000 or less usually acknowledged good rapport between 
employees and management for no other reason than size of work force . 
Yet in every case some form of .negotiation procedure existed for 
employees collectively to make .thetr desires known. 
For this phase of the study . the author relied quite heavily 
upon professionalism -and cooperation of the city managers in being 
objective in their response to the questionnaire. The letter of 
transmission accompanying the questionnaire .emphasized this point 
even further (See appendix D). 
The second survey concentrated upon Ogden City in a micro-
cosmic study of negotiation processes. For this phase of the study 
interviews were used to obtain .background .and· data . The following 
persons were interviewed personally: .. Raymond W. Cassell, Personnel 
Director and Assistant City .Manager of Ogden City; Joe Hilton, 
Administrative Assistant .and Secretary-Treasurer of the Ogden Fire-
men's Association; Robert Mosher, President of the Ogden City Police 
Benefit Association; and Richard Merrell, .President of the Ogden City 
Employees Association. Data were a 1 so secured from the Personne 1 
Department .concerning Ogden City's policy relating to civil service 
regulations and personnel and .pay plan structures .32 
informal, and advisory situation witb .a .merit .or non-merit classifica-
tion. The six possibilities are (1 )·. merit-formal, (2) merit-informal, 
(3) meri t advisory, (4) non-merit-formal, (5) non-merit-informal, and 
( 6) non-merit-advisory . 
32rt should be noted that this study .of Ogden City paralle~s 
quite closely to the structuring of James Belasco's case study of "Col -
lective Bargaining in City X." · Some .of the tables found in this study 
are very similar to the ones .found in the Belasco study . in Ocheltree' s 
Government Labor Relations ·. in ·:Transiti on, p. 34-50. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE FOUNDATIONS OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
Collective bargaining has had a short and turbulent history . 
Industry has set precedence in providing solace fot the "co11111on man," 
and it was only until recently that labor was not regarded as a 
commodity to be bought and sold in the market place in the same manner 
as wood or steel. 1 
Labor has tended to resist· management's techniques of production 
and motivation throughout its brief history. As a result, a bilateral 
cooperation has tended to evolve, having been protected and preserved 
by national labor laws. Thus, a rapport has slowly developed in the 
private sector between employees and employers through effective 
collective bargaining. 
The basic features of collective bargaining in the private 
world are similar to the incipient development stages now being 
experienced by public administration. They are as follows: 
1. An independent employee· organization, officially 
recognized by management as having the power to speak for 
employees on certain · matters. 
2. The periodic settlement, through negotiation, of disputes 
over policy matters affecting the whole range of employer-
employee relationships, · forma ·lized in a written agreement 
called the "contract." 
3. The settlement of current disputes under the contract 
through a grievance· system in which union officers deal 
directly with supervisors . 
1John M. Pfiffner and Robert Presthus, Public Administration 
(5th edition ·, New York: The Rona·ld Press Company, 1967), p. 311. 
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4. The establishment at the shop level of an area of freedom 
of speech and · freedom· of petition rather similar to civil 
liberties on the· political · level. 
5. Offi cial recognition· by the employer that one of hi s own 
employees, the shop steward , w11 ·1· transact union business 
on company time.2 
The traditional attitude toward collective bargaining in the 
public sector has been one of negativism and controversy . This 
aversion toward employee organizations was usually expressed both in 
the law and in emotional reaction against strikes. The vogue legal 
opinion was that the sovereign could not enter into collective-
bargaining contracts with its employees . This was the same ancient 
precept which promulgated that: "the king can do no wrong. "3 
Government officials retorted against any opposition that 
came their way with the old cliche of protecting the "general welfare" 
above all else. President Franklin Roosevelt· stated that: 
A strike of public employees manifests nothing less than an 
attempt to prevent or obstruct the· operations of government 
until their demands are satisfied. Such action looking 
toward the paralysis of government by those who have sworn 
to support it is unthinkable and intolerable .... The very 
nature and purpose of· Government makes it impossible for 
administrative officia.ls · to represent fully or to bind the 
employer in· mutual · discussions with Government employee 4 organizations .. . . For the employer is the whole people . 
Prior to this statement, Calvin Coolidge stated that "There 
is no r ight to strike (and bargain) against the public safety by anybody, 
2Ibid . , p. 312 . 
3Wilson R. Hart, Collective Barqaining in the Federal Service 
(New York: Harper and Row, 196l),p . 38-54 . 
4Paul P. Van Riper, History of the United States Civil Service : 
Theory and Practice (Chicago, I11ino1s: Public Personnel Association, 
1967), p. 350. 
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anywhere, at anytime. , S 
As previously mentioned, the attitude toward collective 
bargaining in the public sector is changing on national, state, and 
local levels. The old adage of conflict seems to be giving way to 
cooperation. Collective bargaining is becoming a relationship between 
management and the representative of organized employees. It is 
being characterized by periodic negotiations resulting in written 
agreement on a basic rule system to govern the work relationship, and 
organized arrangements for reso ·lving disputes and problems arising on 
a day-to-day basis. 6 
Collective bargaining has gone through its own evolutionary 
stages. It was first used essentially as a method of determining the 
common terms under which a company's employees would work. Under this 
method, bargaining was thought of as a "marketing process." Later, 
the collective bargaining agreement came to be viewed as a contract 
comp 1 ete with stat us in federa 1· courts. 7 · Today, emphasis is upon 
cooperation, where the parties focus upon similar key issues . These 
issues usually lie in the realm of two categories : economic matters 
and rights, and obligations of the parties. 
To adequate ly cover the functions of col1ective bargaining in 
the public service three groups have to be considered. These groups 
are (1) employee, (2) employer, and (3) public . Each of these groups 
have a significant role in determining the existence of collective 
bargaining. 
5weisenfeld, Labor Law Journal, Vol . 16, No . 11 . p. 686 . 






In studying the public employee, four groups must be 
considered to properly en vi sage their· population . 
First, there are those people who are employed directly by 
the state (or nation) and its · political subdivisions . . . . 
The second group would be· composed· of those people who are 
employed by a legally created·, semi -autonomous agency of the 
state .. .. The third group would. include those employees 
affected with the public i nterest in an industry which is 
primarily local in· nature .... The fourth group would be 
composed of persons emp·l oyed by privately owned public 
employees.B 
Basically, the employee is looking for three things out of 
the employment situation in which he finds himself. They are: 
1. A measure of equity for workers in the economic benefits 
of production. 
2. Enhancement of the freedom and dignity of workers through 
protection against arbitrary procedures and exploitation 
on the part of· management. 
3. The expansion of democracy into the economic order through 
giving workers a voice in some of the po 1 i ci es and 
decisions of the · organizations , · particu~arly those 
which most directly affect· their lives. 
Often the employee is found in a role-playing situation where 
management can, and often does, appear as an ambivalent force. In 
this situation communication becomes · minimal and conflict arises in 
the form of s tr·i kes and wa 1 kouts. 
Tomatsu Shibutani, in his book · Society and Personality, says 
of this situation: 
8Be l asco, Labor Law Journa l, Vol . 16, No . 9, p. 533 . 
9Na t ional Co uncil of C h urches ~ The Right to Strike and the 
General Welfare, p. 13 . 
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Conflict arises where interests are opposed , where the 
success of on e party may· require the immobilization or 
destruction of the other. Here the opponent is personified 
as d dangerous object, and au tomatic defensive reactions are 
eli cited. It · becomes · necessary to protect oneself. Enemies 
are avoided as much as · possible; and when contact is 
absolutel y necessary, they are· approached in a defensive 
stance with a high degree of self-consciousness to mi nimize 
the possibilities of being exploited. 10 
In many respects two cultures exist in America. The culture 
of scarcity and pessimism and the culture of abundance and optimism. 
are the two cultures . The .former culture belongs to the employee, 
or wage earner, and the latter belongs to management. ll The employee 
is constantly in a state of conflict over job security and personal 
security; therefore he builds a psychological shelter about him to 
combat absorption into the organization. As a result of these 
"shelters," employee organizations were· formed and have expanded a 
great deal since the passage .of the Wagner Act of 1935. 
In brief, employees form organizations out of two beliefs : 
(l) only collecti ve ly can they assert mastery over job opportunities 
and obtain job security, and (2) only collectively can they assert 
their i ndividuality at work . 12 
The employee forms certain attitudes about his job and the 
place of work . Eric Hoffer, the articulate and philosophic longshoreman 
suggests that: 
10Tomatsu Shibutani, Society and Personality (Inglewood 
Cliffs , New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1961), p. 346. 
11 warner (Ed.), Development in Publi c Employee Rel at ions : 
Legislative, Judi ci al , Administrative, p. 2. 
12Ibid .' p. 4. 
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The awareness of being an eternal workingman colors one's 
at t itudes . To t he· eterna1· workingman management i s sub-
stanti ally the same whether it i s made up of profit seekers , 
i de a 1 i sts , techni ci ans , or bureaucrats . The a 11 egi an ce of 
the manager i s to the task and the results. However noble 
hi s moti ves, he cannot help viewing the workers as a means 
t o an end. He wi ll always try to get the utmost out of them ; 
and it matters not whether he does it for the sake of profif3 for a holy cause, or for the sheer principl e of efficiency . 
The employee is thus seeking to close the gap between the two 
cultures by integrat i ng collecti vism wi th· fulfi1lment of psychological 
needs . The task of management would seem to be understanding what 
motivates employees and adequately synthesizing these motivators into 
policies and practices . 
The emp 1 oyer 
The employer-manager also has expectations and basis "rights" 
that should be considered. 
In the private sector these rights can be broken into four 
categories . 
First , those rights which are purely unilateral and mus t not 
be delegated or assigned to · non-management groups . Thi s includes 
pricing of the product, methods of accounting, plant locati ons , 
manufacturing scheduling , assignment· of employees, etc. '14 
The second category of management rights that can be shared 
with employees, at least to the· point of communicating , pertains t o 
expressing their actions to the organi zed group . In doing so 
13Quote by Eric Hoffer in Kenneth 0. Warner (Ed . ), Oevelo~­
ments i n Public Employee Rel ations ·: · Legis1ative , Judicial , 
Administrative, p. 5. 
14warner (Ed . ), Developments .i n Publ i c Employee Relations : 
Legislative, Judicial, Administrative, p. 27. 
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management does not seek agreement nor discussion of the issue, only 
communications so that the employees know what is transpiring . Th i s 
could include such things as production schedules, a view of next 
year's goals, and notice of change in management personnel. 15 
A third group of responsibilities are discharged by listen i ng 
to the employees' desires without agreeing on any changes in policy . 
This could include Christmas and Near Year extensions for exchange 
of other working days, etc. This is basically a two-way communication 
where employees' wants are considered if not incompatible with 
management's policy. 16 
The last category deals in those areas where responsibilities 
must be shared with employees . It is from this last category that 
private management is finding its greatest motivator and greatest 
problem, that of collective bargaining . 
Because of the political nature of public business, determining 
management's rights is somewhat more difficult. However, there is 
agreement on three areas . 
First, certain basic or fundamental rights including the 
concept of state sovereignty, how far the government will share or 
delegate its sovereignty of government, etc. 17 
Second, the right to determine the agency's mission or 
assignment of personnel, governmental services, and specific functions 
to be rendered. However, this second group of management rights are 
15 Ib i d. 
16 Ibid . 
17warner and Hennessy, Public Management at the Bargaining 
Table, p. 261 . 
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not everywhere acceptable to employee organizations. For instance, 
in both Canada and the United States, teacher organizations express 
their desire to negotiate on basic educational policies that relate 
with the substance of school programs, i .e . , size of class, selection 
of textbooks, teacher assignments, curriculums, expenditures, etc . 
In educational administration these matters have long been regarded 
as the prerogative of educational policy makers, governing boards, 
and executive officers. 18 
The third right would be related with budget preparation, 
funding, levying taxes, and maintenance of a personnel system operating 
under merit principles. 19 
There is a problem existing in public administration that does 
not abide in the industrial society. The public manager finds himself 
torn between political authority versus administrative authority, 
and only in reconciling the two · does he become a viable and constructive 
manager. Heinz Eulau observes this un ique situation as a "multi-role 
structure . " 
York: 
Many relationships are not structured by unipolar roles 
alone . In most cases, a role is at the core of several other 
roles, maki ng for a network of roles that can be very complex. 
A legisl ator is "coll eague" to his · fellow legislators, 
"representative" to his constituents, "friend" (or enemy) 
to lobbyists, "fo·llower" to his party leaders, "informant" 
to the press, and· so on. Whatever role is taken, simultaneously 
or seriatim, what emerges is a very intricate structure of 
relations in which one role is implicated in several other 
roles . 20 
18Ibid . 
19 Ibi d. 
20Heinz Eulau, The Behavorial Persuasion in Politics (New 
Random House, 1964), . p. 41 . 
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The employer is responsible in this · situation to both the 
voter-employee and the sovereignty· of the state . In private 
collective bargaining, ultimately the right to strike is the final 
indicator of how strongly either side feels about an issue . If there 
is no such re 1 i ef mechanism, there is much more res pons i bil ity placed 
on management to hold onto and properly administer managements' 
rights. 21 
Whatever the case, the people of our society ultimately deter-
mine the extent of management's rights . With these rights also comes 
responsibilities to the government, the people, and the employees . 
What is most important is the employees' perception of 
management's rights . Government managers have been challenged to a 
profound psychological readjustment and to· a practical re-tooling. 
The following are among the fundamental demands being placed upon 
management to retrench its thinking. 
First: That they understand the essential character of 
collective bargaining as· a process of joint decision making 
by employees and management--instead of the practice of one-
sided personnel action; no· matter how beneficial its results. 
Second: That management officials actually put into 
practice the techniques of· collective bargaining. This has 
meant meetings and conferences (as often as necessary--and 
then some) around the same table (and sometimes around the 
clock) with employee representatives in order to reach an 
agreement on terms and· conditions of employment--instead of 
making decisions in the privacy of the governmental office 
chamber . 
Third: That management officials explain, justify, and 
defend their actions anct· policies before employee regresenta-
tives, instead of having the last unquestioned word.Z2 
21 warner, Development · in Public Emolovee Relations, p. 29 . 
22 K~ith Ocheltree (Ed . ), Government Labor Relations in 
Transition (Chicago, Illinois : Public Personnel Association, 1966), 
p. 34. 
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In summary, the public manager is made responsible for closing 
the cultural gap through maintaining a productive relationship wi th 
his employees . This encompasses exclus ive managerial rights while 
at the same time inc luding an accommodation of collective bargain i ng 
(or shared rights), and development of techniques for preventing 
strikes and threats of strikes. 23 
The public 
In this study the public i s equated with the general welfare 
which has been described as a social process involving two basic 
components: (1) goals which lie within the evolutionary mainstream 
of the social ethic; (2) fair, order·ly, and democratic means of 
achieving these goals . 24 
The "general welfare" is a nebulous, changing thing which 
has no fixed substantive content. A special committee for the 
National Council of Churches has said this of "general welfare" 
issues debated a century ago. 
(1) Child labor was approved on the grounds that it expanded 
the national wealth by enlarginq the work force, encouraged 
low competitive production costs, and kept youth out of 
leisure t i me trouble; (2) labor unions were condemned as 
criminal conspiracies which injured society by forcing up 
prices for goods, thus destroying competitive markets; 
(3) human s lavery was accepted as a means of bringing black 
Africans to Christ; (4) imperia li st expansion was seen as a 
means of carrying out God ' s plan of manifest destiny for the 
White ~an, at the same time expanding the Christian mission 
field . 2~ 
23 Ibid . ' p. 5. 
24National Council of Churches, The Right to Strike and the 
General Welfare, p. 17 . 
25 Ibid. 
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While the general welfare issue is highly philosophic in 
nature, it should be understood that in a democracy public admin i strators 
and public employees have an obligation ; they are both servants of 
the people . Both these groups owe it to the public to keep their 
relationship in such a state that there is no breakdown in the public 
service . The public, in turn, owes to both management and employees 
just , perhaps even generous, compensations with no undue sacrifice 
of health . 26 
The public has the right to demand maintenance of essential 
services such as its health and survival whic~ private agencies cannot 
render and which services, if they failed, would cause serious problems . 
The public, as a basic righ~, can also demand full knowledge 
of its business, of what it is paying for services, of what demands 
are being made upon its employees, and of all the ramifications of 
any decision in personnel problems. Even the employee-employer 
relationships in public service cannot be a private matter for 
ideally the public is the omniscient, omnipresent being that protects 
the general welfare . 27 
What is often confusing is that labor and management are also 
members of a "public," which is a subgroup of the total general wel-
fare . Too often, these "publics" press for their own interests under 
the guise of improving the general welfare, and it is here that the 
ideal body-politic breaks down. 
In conclusion, the foundations of collective bargaining in the 
26warner, Deve 1 opment in Publ i c Emp 1 oyee Re 1 a ti ens, p. 115 . 
27 Ibid . 
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public service have been born in a negative cosmos . Only recently 
has the public recognized that its employees and managers are subject 
to si milar, yet often more ambivalent, problems that exi st in the 
private atmosphere . 
The public employee is seeking a collective-representative 
identity , while the public manager is seeking to alleviate role 
conflict through greater sharing of managerial rights in collective 
bargaining processes . 
The public, or general welfare, is still as amorphous as it 
was a century ago . It is a social process that changes with the 
advance of culture, constantly hoping to avoid an anachronistic 




THE CITY MANAGER AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
William Penn stated that "Governments are like clocks, they 
go by the motion men give them." That city managers provide motion 
in city government cannot be disputed . The question asked here is 
how much motion do they provide in Utah's municipalities. 
Historically, the councilcmanager form of government is 
generally credited to the creativity of Richard S. Childs. To obtain 
a detailed history of the city manager's development, including 
RichardS. Child's philosophy and early prognostications in the 
program, one should turn to Leonard D. White. 1 
In brief, the council-manager plan was promoted by the National 
Short Ballot Organization as part of its program to make government 
more responsible by reducing the number of elective officers. Later, 
the National Municipal League made a study of the council-manager 
plan in 1913, and since 1915 has promoted the adoption of this form 
of government. 2 Supported primarily by reform groups, this system of 
municipal direction was thought to be the best yet devised for 
simplifying governmental machinery to the point where citizens could 
understand it, be active in it, and see results without having their 
1Leonard D. White, The City Manager (Chi~ago, Illinois: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1927) . 
2Ruth Y. Wetmore, "Council and Commission Manager Government," 
Citizens Pamnhlet Series #29 (Lawrence , Ka nsas: Governmental Research 
Center, University of Kansas, 1960) , p. 2. 
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efforts frustrated by the governmental structure . 3 
Basically, the provisions that constitute the essence of the 
plan are relatively simple : 
{a) A small lay council elected at large on a nonpart i san 
basis, responsible for all legislative· powers, and (B) a 
chief administrator, the city manager·, who· serves at the 
pleasure of the council · as a· professiona·l man and is 
responsible for all administration .4 
Role of the council 
As the initial governing body, the council determines municipal 
policies by adopting ordinances, voting the necessary appropriations, 
and appointing the city manager as chief administrator .5 
Usually, the city counci 1 is e 1 ected at 1 arge with no 
distinction among them with · regard to title or duties . The chairman 
of the council is often given the title of mayor and is usually no 
more active in city government· than his fellow councilmen. 6 
While this study does not deal with the council directly, it 
should be understood that the city manager is the "hirling" of the 
council, who in turn are the representatives of the public general 
welfare . In an i deal situation the council would initiate all 
policy, and the manager would enact it . 
Thus, in collective bargaining practices the city manager 
should act as a mediator between the employee representatives and 
the council . 
3Ibid . , p. 3. 
4Kammerer, City Manager in · Politics, p. 6. 
5wetmore, p. 3. 
6Ibid . , p. 4. 
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Role of the manager 
While most municipal policy- is · determined by the council, 
day-to-day administration is the responsibility of the city manager . 
The manager is selected on the basis of his experience, training, and 
abilities in handling municipal affairs. This includes directing 
and coordinating the administrative activities of the various city 
departments and, in some instances, selecting the departmental heads. 
The duties of a city manager are numerous and often complex . 
However, those duties usually listed in the city charters include: 
(1) To see that all laws and ordinances are enforced. 
(2) To exercise contro l (within a civil service system) over 
all departments and appoint, supervise, and remove department 
heads and subordinate employees of the · city . 
(3) To prepare the budget annua l ly, submit it to the council, 
and be responsible for its administration after adoption by 
the council. 
(4) To keep the council advised of the financial condition 
and future needs of the city. 
(5) To prepare and submit to the counci l such reports as 
may be required by that · body. 
(6) To make such recommendations to the council concerning 
the affairs of the city as se·em· ad vi sab 1 e. 
(7) To keep the public informed, through reports to the 7 council, regarding the operations of the city government. 
Job security is almost ni l since the city manager has no 
claim to tenure of office. He holds his position at the pleasure of 
the council and may be removed at their will .8 
The concept of professionalism in the managerial position is 
often thought of in severa·l terms . Among these are educational 
7Ibid. 
8utah Municipal League, Municipal Laws of Utah Annotated 
(Salt Lake City, Utah: Utah Municipa1 League, 1962), p. 47 . 
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background, public or nonpublic careerline orientation, and appoint-
ment locally or from outside, with present· leanings toward the social 
sciences . 9 
As for specific qualifications, most states are quite lenient; 
and even the International City Manager's Association has no rigid 
requirements on membership. 10 
The city manager in Utah 
The city manager is still quite unique in Utah's municipalities . 
At the beginning of the 1968 year, the Utah Municipal League listed 
a total of twenty-two city managers in Utah. 11 This breakdown 
according to population and· number of· cities is given in Table 2. 
Table 2. Percentage of council-manager cities by city 
population· in· Utah 
Population Total No. of Cities with Council-Manager Plana Group Cities in Group Number Per Cent 
100 to 1 ,000 131 5 3.8 
1 ,000 to 10,000 72 12 16.5 
10,000 to 25,000 8 4 50.0 
25,000 + 3 1 33.3 
Total 214 22 ** 
aSee Appendix B for complete li sting of cities in Utah with 
council-manager plan. 
9Kammerer, City Managers in Politics, p. 8. 
10wetmore, p. 8. 
11 utah Mu nicipal League, Directory of Utah Municipal Officials, 
1968-1969, p. 1-42 . 
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According to these figures, 10.2 per cent of Utah municipalities 
employ city managers (for this study only cities with a population of 
2,000 or more were surveyed for employee organizations). 
The council-manager plan seems to be most· popular in Utah's 
third class cities; this was supported by the fact that Utah has only 
three second class cities and one first class city at present . 12 
The smaller cities are findin g a definite need to administer 
and coordinate their efforts as they· expand through use of the ci ty 
manager . 13 No longer are only the large, reform-oriented cities 
switching to the program, but also towns and smaller communities . 
For example, in 1966 there were only eleven city · managers listed in 
Utah. Ten years later there are twenty-two .14 
This trend is perhaps resultant from the pol i cy-initi ati on 
role city managers have begun to · adopt in recent years . As Or. Gladys 
Kammerer sees the issue, managers are · becoming· stronger becaue of 
four reasons. 
(1) Managers know the problems of the community better 
than anyone else; (2) the council commonly fails to fulfill 
the policy-making task ascribed to it under the plan; 
(3) the leade rship of a sing1e individual is necessary to 
continui ng political · leadership ; and since the plan removes 
the mayor from this · position, the manager is the only one 
who can fill the gap; and (4) the increasing comp lexity 
12utah Municipal League, Directory of Utah Municipal Officials, 
1968-1969, p . 1-42 . 
13Telephone interview with Almon A. Nelson, City Manager of 
Sandy, Utah, July 28, 1968. 
14 International City Managers Association, The Munic~ 
Yearbook 1967 (Ch1eago, Illinois: International City Managers 
Association, 1967), p. 567 . 
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of community problems inevitably pushes political leadership 
into the hands of the "expert" and out of the hands of the 
leg isl ative body.l5 
The Municipal Laws or Utah are silent· in regards to degree 
of training or experience needed prior to appointment of a city 
manager . In fact, the appointee need not even be an elector in the 
city where he is appointed . 16 
In determining the manager ' s professional status and potential 
role in collective bargai ning procedures such factors as age, 
education, previous experience, and location of experience were 
tested . 
~· The age factor provided· a quick glance at what age men 
would be most likely found in city management. The city manager in 
Utah fits into a fairly narrow age category as can be seen in 
Table 3. 
Table 3. Age grouping of Utah's city· managers 
Age groupj.ng No. of Managers 
in group 
Per cent 
25 to 35 





15Kammerer, City Managers in Politics, p. 19. 





The mode would be at the 45~55 age grouping with the mean age 
being 48 .9 years . The minimum age of a· city manager was 36 years, 
and the maximum age was 62 years . 
Education . Education i s not a prerequisite for city manage-
ment; however, 71 per cent of the managers had some college training, 
with 51 per cent having graduated from an institution of higher 
learning. Three of the managers completed hi gh school (21 per cent) 
only, and one manager completed only the tenth grade . Only two of 
the city managers 1 is ted hav'e completed one year or more of graduate 
school . 
Of the eight city managers attending an institution of higher 
1 earning and receiving a degree , one· graduated in 1 andscape architecture, 
one graduated in law, three graduated in business administration, one 
graduated i n political science, and two graduated in civil engineering. 
In al l cities over 10,000, the city manager had some college 
training, with the smaller cities under 10,000 having the managers 
with hi gh school training or less. One exception, however, is 
Monticello where an attorney is city manager . 
Experience. All the city managers surveyed listed hav i ng 
had previous admi ni strat ive experience of · some sort. 
Of the managers questioned concerning experience in industry 
or small business, 21 per cent responded with an affirmative answer . 
Those listing experience in public service numbered 42 per cent, and 
those listing experience in both · public works and business totaled 
37 per cent . 
As for location of experience·, five of the managers (36 per 
cent) obtai ned their experience· 1 oca lly, one (7 per cent) received his 
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training in the state but out of the community. Eight of the managers 
(57 per cent) received training both loca·lly and· in the same state . 
Information on managers with · specific training outside the state 
was not obtainable . 
Tab 1 e 4 shows the correlation of type of experience to 
location of experience. 
Table 4. Type of experience of managers in relation to 
location· of experience 
Location of Type of experience 
experience Business . Public Service Per cent 
Local 3 36 
State 
Both 3 57 
Out of state a 
Total 6 8 100 
aOut of state experience was not listed by the city managers . 
From the data collected in this study, it is very hard to 
determine to what degree a manager is termed professional . Only three 
men surveyed were born out of state, and those having a higher degree 
obtained the degree in-state . All · experience listed both in bus i ness 
and with the public was obtained either in-state or locally. The 
postulate that city management is shifting from its domination of 
engineers and toward the social sciences does seem to hold t rue here . 17 
17Kammerer, City Managers in Politics, p. 8. 
Role in policy formation. One factor that tends to hint 
toward lack of political efficiency in the· office of Utah's city 
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managers is the high number of mayors who are elected by a plebiscite. 
The general structure of the council-manager government 
downgraded the mayor in importance, 1 eavi ng him ·1 i ttl e more status 
than an ordinary councilman . 18 However, where a mayor is elected at 
large his potential authority is somewhat stronger. The International 
City Managers Association (ICMA) has been ambivalent on the matter of 
policy leadership by the major, on occasion citing the mayor as the 
leader on public policy questions and elsewhere pointing to the 
futility of the manager trying to work through the mayor on policy 
proposals .19 
In Utah's council-manager municipalities thirteen (93 per 
cent) of the mayors are elected at large. One mayor in the fourteen 
cities studied is chosen by the vote of the council. 
From this type of arrangement several problems can arise, 
the most significant being failure to· provide a structural role of 
political leadership. 
The chief areas of conflict in the· actual operation of the 
council-manager model center· around the roles of mayor and 
manager . A vigorous mayor· tends to become impatient with 
his limited powers and oftenfinds ' himself invading the 
area of administration·. If the manager also happens to 
be an aggressive person he will resent the mayor's invasion 
of his own sphere of action.20 
18 Ibid . ' p. 7. 
19c1arence E. Ridley and Orin F. Nolting, The City Manager 
Profession (Chicago, Illinois: The University of Chicago Press, 
1934)' p. 31-32 . 
20Pfiffner and Presthus, p. 183 . 
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Another determinate of the city manager's actual influence 
on policy would be whether or not the city manager heads all 
administrat i ve units of the ity and has the power of appointment and 
removal of all administrative personnel without interference from 
the council. 
If the city manager has no authority to appoint and remove 
department heads, he is severely handicapped in community policy 
formation . The National Municipal League's (NML) Model City Charter 
specifically calls for a clear distinction between the powers of the 
elective council and the city manager. The manager is given complete 
authority to appoint and remove · department heads and to administer a 
personnel program. 21 In fact , members of the council are prohibited 
by law from giving direct orders to subordinates of the manager under 
the Model Charter. 
The Utah survey again pointed toward a weakness in the city 
manager's appointment strength. Only three (21 per cent) of the 
managers listed full appointment of department heads; seven of the 
managers (50 per cent) shared their appointing powers; and four (29 
per cent) listed neither appointing or sharing in selecting department 
heads . 
Table 5 shows the city, appointing power of the manager, and 
where the appointing power is shared. 
In theory. the separation of policy-making and administrative 
procedures add competence and increased results in each area. 22 
21 National Municipal League, Model City Charter (5th Edition, 
New York: The League, 1941), Sec. 7. 
22wetmore, p. 11. 
Table 5. Appointment of· department heads by Utah's managersa 
City Appoints Shares Neither Shares with Mayor Counci 1 Both 
American Fork 
Bountiful X (Council appoints) 
Cedar City X X 
Clearfield X 
Monticello X (Council appoints) 
Nephi X (Mayor and council appoint) 
Ogden 
Orem X X 
Richfield X X 
Roy X (Mayor and council appoint) 
St. George X 
Sandy X 
Verna 1 X 
vJest Jordon X X 
w 
Total 3 7 4 2 ~ ? 00 
aSource: Utah City Manager Survey conducted by author . 
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However, the thin line dividing policy making by the council and 
administration by the manager is nebulous and cannot be fixed . For 
this reason the author can only observe passively what seems to be and 
leave the actual question as to what is policy for someone else . As 
Ruth W. Wetmore states: 
The thin theoretical line between making of policy and its 
execution will not be noticed by the average citizen . He 
will blame or praise the city manager for what is or is not 
done, as the manager is an ac cessible target- -a fi gure 
closely associated in the pub·lic mind with municipal govern ·-
ment . 23 
Role in collective negotiations . The responsibility of 
improving employee morale through a better spirit of understanding 
between management and employees is becoming crucial in the municipal 
public service . The city manager is becoming acutely aware of his 
prominent role in personnel problems dealing with collective 
bargaining procedures. 
Several years ago a distinguished labor leader said: 
City managers should be jealous about sharing their executive 
responsibility and prerogatives . At the same time, they 
should also realize that the rank-and-file employee in the 
department or agency must be given a sense of group partici-
pation not only in the process by which the labor standards 
are determined, but also in contributing to the functional 
objectives of the department. · Given this measure of 
participation, the rank-and~file employee is made to assume 
a role of some responsibility· in general departmental problems 
to which he is now too often indiffere2! unless the problem 
selfishly concerns his own· well being . 
23 Ibid., p. 14. 
24oavid D. Rowlands, "Unions Enter City Hall," Public Manage-
ment, Vol. 48 (September, 1966), p·. 252 . 
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In analyzing the Utah city manager's position in employee 
negotiation procedures, it was found that in 93 per cent of the cities 
surveyed the city manager was directly involved in helping to 
represent city government at the bargaining table. Three of the 
cities stated that both the manager and council were jointly involved 
in negotiations, and one city stated that only the council was involved 
with employee groups. 
Because of the informality that exists in the employee 
groups and the lack of a cohesive, organizational structure, there 
appears to be three ways for employees to approach· management about 
their grievances. This . can be seen in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Typical forms of approach to management by 
employees over negotiation issues 
The second method was the most popul ar of the three methods, 
indicating that the city manager does have an important role in 
negotiations, but only as an administrator . 
In only three cases did the city manager appear to have 
decisional authority over some of the collective grievances reaching 
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him, with the council serving an anpeal capacity. For example, one 
manager stated in response to the question con cerning proper method 
of approach to administration by employees that "Employees should 
approach the city manager who studies the request and then passes 
it on to the city council if necessary." 
In conclusion, the city manager's role in collective 
negotiations with municipal employees is quite significant. However, 
the "motion" William Penn speaks of seems to be an administrative 
rather than policy motion for Utah's city managers. 
The city manager, as was pointed out earlier, is the "hireling" 
of the council. For him to be politically potent two factors have 
to be present (1) a weak mayor, selected by the council, and 
(2) authority to appoint and remove department heads. In Utah these 
two factors are almost non-existent. 
It is difficult to label the city managers in Utah with any 
form of professionalism. First, the dity· manager is a rare creature, 
with only ten per cent of the municipalities having this form of 
government. Second, the personal · data collected here was insufficient 
to measure professionalism. None of the men · appeared to be out-of-
staters who were hired because of previous · manager training. The 
study also indicated that policy· influence could be greatly varied 
because nearly a 11 the managers were "1 oca 1 boys," or at 1 east from 
the same state. It also indicated that they received public training 
in the same geographic local. 
One indicator that Utah's city managers are becoming more 
professional in nature is the apparent switch from technical 
specialists to people with liberal an~ social science backgrounds. 
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Last, the city manager's role in collective bargaining 
is part of the procedure in nearly every case . The council assumes 
the final decision concerning employee grievances and concessions, 
with the manager assuming a secondary, and almost exc lus ively, 
administrative role. 
CHAPTER IV 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING IN THE 
COUNCIL-MANAGER MUNICIPALITY 
The study of collective bargaining practices in Utah's 
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city manager municipalities has revealed some interesting facets of 
bargaining and negotiation . As previously stated, there are many 
definitions of collective bargaining . The most complimentary 
definition, in relation to this study, is found in James Belasco's 
case study on Collective Bargaining in City X. To reiterate: 
Collective bargaining shall be the process of negotiation 
between the representatives of two groups where each 
possesses something which is of value to the other. The 
two parties involved in the em9loyment relationship are 
the employer and the employee. 
This definition was specifically selected for its lack of 
emphasis upon organized employee groups and especially unionization. 
Rather, the study emphasizes the phrase ''process of negotiation between 
th~ representatives of two groups where each possesses something which 
is of value to the other."2 
This chapter will examine existing negotiation practices in 
the cities surveyed and determine the scope of issues bargainable . 
It will also examine the existence of merit and non-merit systems 
and measure the effect such a system has upon bargainable issues 
within each city . 
10cheltree (Ed.), Government Labor Relations in Transitioo, 
p . 34 • . 
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At this point it should be mentioned that three types of 
employee organizations exist . They are the (1) nationally affil i ated 
union, (2) the independent employee associations, and (3) a subgroup 
of the independent employee association exis t i ng at an unstructured 
grouping of employees that have no label of cohesiveness or title of 
organization . As Dr . Edwa rd E. Jones and Dr . Harold B. Gerard view 
the subgroup, it is an informal organization . 
Similarly, the notion of group structure is a convenient 
abstraction designed to capture the organized quality of 
group interaction and persistence or recurrence of the 
same forms of interaction· over a period of time. A group 
structure may be formally elaborate, as in an established 
corporation, a university, or an army, each with its clearly 
specified tables of organization; or the group structure 
may be informal, as a streetcorner gang, a car pool, or a 
family.3 
This chapter deals with both the formally organized unions 
and employee organizations, and the informally structured employee 
groups with emphasis on the latter. On all three levels some form of 
collective, group negotiations is conducted . 
Employee organizations 
In considering employee organizations, the study will first 
examine the union and second the independent employee associations 
which are formally organized in Utah. 
In only one of the cities surveyed was there a nat i onally 
affiliated union, in Ogden . According to city manager Charles 
Kelley, 55 per cent of Ogden's firemen belong to the International 
Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF) "for the purpose of obtaining higher 
3Harold B. Gerard and Edward E. Jones, "Psychological Bases of 
Group Structure," Foundations· or Social Psychology (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967), p. 642 . 
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pay, etc . " Nationally, this organization has a total membership of 
115,000 and represents 90 per cent of all paid firemen .4 Essentially, 
the Fire Fighters Union has withstood militant trends and still ma i n-
tains a no-strike pledge .5 The IAFF is most likely to be found i n 
larger cities, specifically cities that are central metropolitan 
cities . 
Three of Utah's council-manager municipalities have local 
non-affiliated associations . Ogden has three: The Ogden City 
Employees Organization, The Police Benefit· Association, and The Ogden 
Firemans Association . Bountiful has an Employee Organization for 
city employees with the primary purpose being social interaction . 
The Clearfield City Employee Organization, according to the city 
manager, is for "the purpose of discussing our problems, aims, and 
goals . Our purpose is to maintain good employee-employer relation-
ships." 
These independent local employee organizations exist in many 
cities throughout the country; their effectiveness in representing 
municipal employees in policy matters depends upon a number of 
variables, i . e . , group cohesion, effective local leadership, and 
community attitudes .6 Outside of Utah, the largest number of local 
non-affiliated associations would be found in police departments . 
In the 1966 survey conducted· by Professor Winston W. Crouch on 
4Business Week, "Public Employees ask for a Better Shake," 
Vol. 98 (December 3, 1966), p. 92 . 
5r bid . 
6crouch, "Employee Organization i n Council-Manager Cities," 
p. 146 . 
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"Employee Organizations in City Manager Cities," it was found that 
39 .5 per cent of the cities hav ing organized employees had police 
associations . He also found that 36 . 4 per cent of these cities al so 
had some type of all-city employee associat i on .7 
The city employee assoc i ation, according to Dr . Crouch, is a 
type of organ ization that attempts to cut across skill and other 
aff i nity lines of assoc ia tion among mun ici pa l workers and to unite 
the work fo rc e into one group for "social, benevolent, and i nterest-
articulation purposes . "8 Again this type of organization exis ts in 
larger cities, especially the· l arger central metropolitan areas . 
The formal employee organizations in Utah city manager 
municipalities can be seen in Table 6. 
Table 6. Formal employee organizati ons 
Name of organizati ons 
City Population IAFF Firemans Pol1ce All City 
Assoc . Benefits Em~lo):'ee Org . 
Bountiful 27,000 X 
Clearfield 11 , 500 
Ogden 76,000 X X 
Size is a dominating factor in the exis tence of forma l employee 
organ izations . In his study, Dr . Crouch concludes that (1 ) the 
probability of organizations existing in cities is directly related 
7Ibid . , p. 14·1. (Thi s survey was part of a research project 
sponso red-o-y-the International City· Managers Associa t i on) 
8Ibid . 
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to city-size; the larger the city, the more apt it is to have employee 
organizat i ons in its work force, (2) · cities located with i n metropolitan 
areas have greater probability of being organized than those outside 
such areas, and (3) central cities are more likely to have a variety 
of organizations than does the suburban community .9 
The three cities listing formal employee organizations in the i r 
public workforce are all located along the Wasatch front, and they ar e 
within a fifty-mile radius of each other. All are cities over 10,000 
but are not necessarily all central metropolitan areas. Because the 
sample is so small it is hard to disagree with the findings of 
Dr . Crouch, especially concerning the size variable. However, there 
are also cities in Utah with populations over 10,000--0rem (25,000) 
and Roy (15,.000)--that list no employee organizations . 
Of the five cities surveyed with a population of more than 
10,000, three ( 60 per cent) 1 is ted some· form of forma 1 emp 1 oyee 
organization . 
Eleven of the cities surveyed listed no formal employee 
organizations in their cities, yet admitted that collective negotiations 
could, and did, take place with public municipal employees . 
Before leaving the area of employee organizations, it is 
worthy to note that in the cities surveyed all indicated that there 
is no law prohibiting employees from· organizing for the purpose of 
bargaining . The only limiting factor for· employee organizations seems 
to be si ze of work force . The sense of· efficacy in negotiations will 
undoubtedly follow with formal organ i zati.on of public workers and 
9rbid . ' p. 157 . 
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where employee representatives can obtain agreements with the 
governing body . 
Current practi ces 
To determine how widespread the different approaches to 
management relations by public employees in Utah's manager mun i cipaliti es 
are, a survey question was asked to the effect : In negotiat i ng with 
your public employees do you have a formal arrangement, informal 
arrangement, or advisory ar rangement? This question was based upon a 
similar study by Mrs . Eleanor R. Batson under the aegis of the Publ ic 
Personnel Association . 10 
The question was purpose·ly left open-ended so the respondent 
could comment and explain current negotiation practices . Because of 
the variations in practices i t was quite difficult to categorize and 
statistically treat this subject . For this reason, information 
obtained from the questionnaires wi'll be partially presented by 
quoting replies in the three categories . 
Table 7 shows the breakdown of current negotiation practices 
in Utah's council-manager municipalities . 
Formal program . The city manager's response to th i s quest i on 
concerning program practices undoubtedly depends on management's 
perception . Rather than try to interpret whether the program was 
formally autho ri zed or formally conducted in the two ci ties i n th i s 
category, the study will report the answers as l is ted . 
Public 
Relations wi th Organ ized 
(Ch i cago, Illino is : 
Public 
Table 7. Current negotiation practices in Utah's 
council-manager· municipal i ties . 
Cities Surveyed 
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Negot i ation program Number Per Cent 
Formal prog ram 2 14 
Informal program 8 57 
Advisory program 21 
No program __l _7 
Total 14 99 
Since I have been city manager, we have involved employees 
in committee work in developing our wage classification 
system and keeping it up· to date. We just completed a 
thorough review of the system and upgraded salaries in 
most classes . 
We have adopted a classification system similar to the 
Federal (G .S.) program for our public employees . 
Informal program. Eight cities listed an informal negotiation 
program for the i r employees. Again the interpretation of informality 
is left to the city managers' discretion . A few of the comments are 
listed below . 
Any problems within the Clearfield Employees Organization 
is discussed for possible· solution with the city manager . 
The city manager then takes the matter to the city council 
for fi na 1 so 1 uti on · or action. 
We meet with the employees informally at budget preparat i on 
t i me. 
The city manager first meets with the employees then 
the department heads . Any problems are then brought before 
the mayor and counci l for discussion . 
Advisory program . This program is closely related to the 
informal program. There were three cities reporting thi s form of 
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classification . Of these, Ogden seems to have a true advisory 
program . 
The Personnel Department has an Advisory Board made up of 
top people who determine a fair salary rate compared to 
indus try 1 oca lly, and ci vn · service at military bases . 
Salaries are adjusted each year or two as necessary, and 
as funds are available·.· Offices of the various organiza-
tions are called in and informed·. The same is true with 
fringe benefits. This advisory board includes representa-
tives from business, government and rocket industry, 
chamber of commerce, etc . 
The city manager discusses problems with employees; then 
the manager negotiates for the employees with the 
administration. 
The city manager meets with the supervisors of employees and 
discusses problems that may- exist. The manager then 
discusses the problems with emp·loyees and informs them of 
any changes . 
Only one city listed· no form of negotiating arrangement. 
However, the city manager qualified himself and stated that if any-
thing is disrupting the employees, they can "approach the council 
through the city manager." 
Satisfaction with agreement 
As a follow-up response to the questionnaire the survey 
queried the city managers on satisfaction with the present bargaining 
situation. Of those responding, eleven (79 per cent) said they were 
satisifed with existing conditions. Of those satisfied with the 
status quo, the majority admitted· that size of work force was the 
stabilizing factor . As employee groups expand, formal employee 
organizations should automatically arise, and formal bargaining 
procedures will be enacted within the city groups . 
Next to si ze, employee-management rapport seemed to rank 
second. Because nothing had motivated employees to the point of 
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strikes or walkouts in the cities surveyed, it was felt that municipal 
employees were contented; and therefore formal negotiation procedu res 
were not yet needed . 
One of the most articulate statements in favor of exist i ng 
procedures came from the city .manager of one of the larger cities. 
He stated that 
So long as administration fairly tries to· provide equitable 
salaries and benefits without· waiting until forced to do so, 
and so long as the city manager retains direct and friendly 
contact wi th emp loyees and officers of the organizations to 
keep them informed and feeling like they are a part of the 
study processes, then th i s arrangement· is adequate . 
Two of the managers did not respond to the satisfaction 
question, and one respondent felt that his city's methods were not 
adequate but felt that nothing could be done until a formal employee 
organization came into existence. 
Most of t he city managers were farsighted enough to recognize 
tha t external changes necessitated internal changes and felt that 
flexibility was the key to management-employee relations. Most felt 
their part~cul ar sys tem was "working," and therefore suitable for 
their needs . 
It shoul d be mentioned aga in that these responses are from 
the "emp l oyer . " The "employees" may relate a different perception 
when they are surveyed about their satisfaction with existing 
conditi ons. 
Me rit systems 
Undoubtedly co llective ba rgaining will affect merit principles 
in publi c employment . In fact , co ll ective bargaining poses a serious 
threat to contin ua tion of merit systems and personnel programs in 
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their present structures . The roles of the personnel officers and 
technicians will require re~tooling and updating, and the civil 
service commission's relationship with administrative offici als will 
need restructuring . 11 
Some unions take a dim view of merit systems because of the 
claim that the systems handicap union growth and i mp ede their 
progress. Jerry Wurf, International President of the American 
Federation of State, Country, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), 
states that "Civil service commissions are not impartial third 
parties, but rather representatives of the employer . "12 Mr. Wurf, 
in stating the union's view, advocates merit principles of recruiting 
qualified people but in the same breath denunciates merit system 
encroachment on union rights . 
The unaffiliated local associations are much more favorable 
· toward· merit systems than unions and have often attacked union 
officials for their anti-merit system policy. 13 
The Utah survey did not ask the city managers about their 
feelings concerning merit systems, rather whether or not they had 
merit services in their cities. The Municipal Laws of Utah mention 
only first and second class cities in the section concerning civil 
service regulations. 14 Third class cities and towns are not directed 
by law to establish a civil service, yet many have done so in their 
11 Warner and Hennessy-, .Pub 1 i c Management at the Bargaining 
Table, p. 259 . 
121· "d 286 __!ll_. , p . . 
13 Jbi d., p. 287. 
14utah Municipal League, Municipal Laws of Utah, Article 3, 
Section 10-10-10, p. 197 . 
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ci ty charters. 
Before reviewing the resuHs of the survey, it might be he 1 pful 
to define merit system. The merit system is "a sys tern of civil service 
recruitment and organization based on (1) competit ive examinations, 
(2) relative security of tensure, and (3) political neutrality. "15 
The response to the questionnaire showed that seven (50 per 
cent) of the city manager cities classified themselves as being merit, 
and seven (50 per cent) said they had non-merit systems of municipal 
government. 
Table 8 shows city manager evaluation of cities with merit 
or non-merit classification and the type of bargaining procedure used 
to negotiate· with employees . 
· Scope· of· bargaining 
To measure the scope of bargaining in Utah's council-manager 
muni cipalities, the questionnaire listed seven· issues which are 
indigenous to munic ipal government. The city manager was asked to 
check the issues that were considered negotiable with the public 
employees involved . The seven issues were (1) wages, (2) benefits, 
{3) group insurance, (4) working conditions, (5) hours, (6) class i-
fic ations, and (7) the city budget. The results are shown in Table 9. 
The tabulated results showed that thirteen cities (93 per 
cent) al l owed negotiations on wages. Eight cities (57 per cent) 
permitted employees to bargain over benefits . In seven cities (50 
per cer t) group insurance and working conditions were considered 
15van Riper , p. 100. 
Table 8. Merit and n"On-·merit classification· of city manager municipalities and 
negotiation procedure useda 
Classification Negotiation Procedure 




Cedar City X X 
Clearfield 
Monticello X X 
Nephi X X 
Ogden X 
Or em X X 
Richfield X X 
Roy X 
St. George X 
Sandy X 
Vern a 1 X X 
West Jordon X X 
Total 7 7 2 9 
aMerit classification and negotiation procedure evaluation is based on city 




Tabl e 9. Negot i able issues i n Utah's city manager munic i pal itiesa 
City Wages Benefits Group Wo rking H Classi- City Insurance Conditions ours cations Budget 
American Fork X X 
Bountiful X X X X 
Cedar City X 
Clearfield X X X X X X 
Monti cello X X X X 
Nephi X X X 
Ogden 
Orem X X X X X 
Richfield X X X 
Roy X X X X X 
St. George X X X 
Sandy X X 
Verna 1 
West Jordon X X 
Total 13 8 7 7 6 5 4 




negotiable. Six cities (43 pe r cent) permitted employees to bargain 
about working hours, and five cities (36 per cent) allowed negotiation 
over job classifications. On the most cruci al issue, the city budget , 
only four of the cities (29 per cent) permitted municipal empl oyees 
to sit with management. 
In only one city did the manager l ist that employees could 
not bargain on any i ssues, and two respondents indicated that the ir 
employees could bargain on all issues . 
The correlation of merit , negotiation procedure, and scope of 
bargaining can be seen in Figures 2-4 . The first graph shows the 
relationship between negotiation procedure and merit system when 
integrated with the total amount of bargaining issues. Though the 
sample is small, a general pattern tends to emerge. 
In the merit-formal situation 93 per cent of the issues were 
subject to bargaining while in the non-merit formal situation 100 
per cent of the issues were considered negotiable . In the merit-
informal structure public employees could bargain over 43 per cent 
of the seven items listed; .and in the non-merit-informal situation 
46 per cent of the issues were considered. Last, the merit-advisory 
situation allowed bargaining on only 36 per cent of the i ssues and 
the non-merit-advisory situation did not allow any negotiations on 
any issues . 16 
Figures 3 and 4 are a further breakdown of negotiation 
flexibi l ity according to (l) negotiat ion procedure, and (2 ) merit 
system classification . 
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Figure 2. Per cent of issues bargainable according to merit 
classificati on and negotiation procedure 
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Figure 3. Per cent of bargaining in each negotiation procedure 
Figure 4. Per cent of bargaining according to merit or non-
merit classifications 
Source: Obtained from survey questionnaire response by ci ty 
managers of Utah. 
** 7 = 100% 
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In a· formal situation of negotiation 97 per cent of the issues 
are eligible for negotiation; while with the informal procedure, only 
45 per cent of the issues were· bargainable. The advisory situation 
tended to be lowest with only 18 per cent of the issues considered 
bargainable . 
The· difference between merit (67 per cent) and non-merit 
(45 per cent) is 18 percentage points, indicating greater mobility 
in the former classification. 
What was suspected in the beginning of the study seems to 
parallel with this particular synchronization. This is that (l) there 
tends to be more leeway or flexibility in a formal bargaining situation 
where both employee and employer have an agreement, and (2) a merit 
situation allows more collective negotiations than a non-merit 
situation for groups of small, informally organized employees . 
Before leaving the area of collective bargaining procedures 
and scope of bargaining, it might be well to mention something of 
uniformed employees (i.e., firemen and policemen) and their role in 
negotiating. Uniformed employees are most often considered as being 
vital and indispensable to .the public general welfare. 
Because of stringent laws that accompany uniformed employee 
positions, bargaining may appear as "quasi-strikes." For example: 
Hhen 80 per cent of the Pontiac, Michigan, police force 
called in sick for two days in 1966, no one had much trouble 
deciphering what was happening. A similar outbreak, termed 
"blue flu," hit the Detroit Pol ice Department l ast summer 
aft er Mayor Jerome Cavanagh announced the 1967-68 budget 
contained no money for police pay increases. One of the 
mos t lingering illnesses of this type afflicted social workers 
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in Westchester County, New York. The 155 workers telephoned 
in sick every day for most of 1 ast March and April . 17 
Simi"lar slowdowns have taken place in the fire department . 
In April, 1967, New York· City firemen went into action when actual 
fires were reported but· otherwise sat about the station refusing to 
carry out· drills;do· maintenance work, or make inspections. 18 
Recently, Utah has also experienced problems with police 
and firemen in its first and second class citi es .19 
Because of these unhappy experiences, management usually 
excludes the uniformed employees from the same bargaining formalities 
as other employees. To measure this facet of collective negotiations 
a question was asked in the Utah Survey as to whether or not uniformed 
employees could participate on the same level of bargaining as other 
city emp 1 oyees . Tab 1 e 10 shows the response by Utah's city managers . 
Table 10 . Per cent of uniformed employees able to negotiate 
on same issues as other municipal employees 






No Per cent uniformed employees able to negotiate 
100 
79 
aThe city managers listed only police and firemen as 
uniformed employees. 
17Gordon T. Nes vig, "The New Dimensions of the Strike Questi on ," 
Pub l ic .dministration Review, Vol. 28, No . 2 (March/April, 1968}, p. 128 . 
18Ibi d. , p. 129. 
1\etter irom A. M. Ferro, Legal Consultant for the Utah 
Municipal League, to writer, July 19, 1968 . 
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In 100 per cent of the cities surveyed, poli cemen were able 
to negotiate· on the same· issues · as other employees . Three cities 
(21 per cent) said that firemen could not negotiate on the same 
level as other public employees. 
This would seem to indicate that most city employees are 
considered equal in group negotiations . The three cities excluding 
firemen gave no specifics as to why they were excl uded; however, 
there is a possibi l ity that volunteer fire departments could exist. 
This could exp lain the managers' failure to include this group of 
employees in collective negotiations. 
In conclusion, the study of collective bargaining in Utah's 
counci1-manager municipalities has revealed that basically three 
types of employer organizations exist: (1) the union, (2) the 
independent local association, and (3) the informal employee groups 
or smaller cities. All three groups tend to negotiate collectively 
when opportunity arises. 
Current practices revealed that three forms of negotiations 
are present in Utah : (1) formal, (2) informal, and (3) advisory. 
Upon correlation of these negotiation procedures with merit classi-
fication and issues bargainable, it was discovered that the merit-
formal situation provided the most leeway in negotiating over the 
seven issues listed . 
The survey also attempted to measure satisfaction with 
existing ma na gement-ewpl oyee si tu ations . Mos t city managers agreed 
that there was a good rapport . This parallels with what Mr. A. M. 
Ferro stated : 
Most of ou r commun1t1es have relat i vely few employees 
and have developed a personal acquaintanceship between 
the offi cers and· employees, whi ch apparently has been 
conduc ive to good personnel relationships . 20 
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It was also noted that merit systems need to be updated if 
collect i ve bargaining i s go ing to be an effective and cohes i ve 
fo rce. One-half of the ci t i es quest i oned l i sted having mer i t systems; 
however, each manager had the liberty to define his own type of merit 
civil service since Utah's Municipal Laws are silent on the matter . 
Utah, and specifi cally the council-manager municipality, is 
unfamiliar wi th traditional collective bargaining~~· For this 
study, collective bargaining circumvented traditional union-management 
limitations and definiti ons to include all employee groups both formal 
and informal . In thi s light, Utah's mun i cipalities are most certainly 




OGDEN CITY: A CASE IN POINT 
As a summation to this study, Utah's largest and most relevant 
council-manager municipality in regards to employee negotiations was 
surveyed . It was hoped that a micro-view of actual bargaining 
experiences in one of Utah's major cities would bring to light some 
of the polemics that are present within the sphere of bargaining . 
This brief study will examine some of the background data 
concerning the city's govern ing body, the current status of its 
employee organi zations, and var ious aspects of the bargaining 
situation. 
~v~rnment 
Ogden has a total population of 76,000 and is classified 
as a Home Rule city in Utah .1 The estimated annual growth rate of 
Ogden is between 3,000 and 5,000, an increase of 5 per cent. 2 
The city has a council of seven administrative officials 
elected by the people for a two-year term . Of the seven, four 
councilmen are elected by Ogden's four municipal wards and the other 
three are elected at large .3 The mayor is elected from the council 
1utah Municipal League, Directory of Municipal Officials, 
1968-1969, p. 27 . 
2Information obtained 'ro;n respons e by city man age r Charles R. 
Ke.~ y to survey ques tion naire . 
3City of Ogden , Ogden Ci ty Charter, Ogden, Utah, Adopted 
June 29, 1951, p. 3. 
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to "Preside at meetings of the council and shall be recognized as 
head of the city government for all ceremonial purposes and by the 
governor for purposes of military law, but who shall have no regular 
administrative duties . "4 The Ogden City Charter also provides for a 
city manager, appointed by the council, who is the chief executive 
officer and the head of the administrative branch. 5 Included in his 
administrative duties is the power to: 
1. Plan, direct and coordinate the administrative functions 
of the city and administer and execute the laws and 
ordinances of the city. 
2. Appoint and, when necessary for the good of the service, 
remove all administrative officers and employees of the 
city, except as otherwise provided by this charter and 
except as he may authorize the head of a department or 
office to appoint and remove subordinates in such 
department· or office. 
3. Prepare the budget annually and submit it to the council 
and be responsible for its administration after adoption. 
4. Prepare and submit to the council at the end of the 
f i scal year a complete report on the finances and 
administrative activities of the city for the preceding 
year . 
5. Keep t he council advised · of the financial condition and 
future needs of the city and make such recommendations 
as may seem· to him desirable . 
6. Perform such other dut ie s as may be prescribed by this 
charter or required of him by the council, not inconsistent 
with this charter.6 
Ogden's city manager has a greater potential efficacy in 
policy ma tters than most of Utah·'s city· managers for two reasons : 
(1) he appoints and removes department heads, and (2) the mayor is 
4Ibid . , p. 4. 
5Jbid., p. 9. 
6Ibid . 
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not elected at large and is not involved in the administrative duties 
of the city. 
Ogden City has an extensive civil service and classification 
program. 7 According to the civil service regulations of Ogden, "all 
appointments and promotions in the administrative service of the city 
shall be made according to merit and fitness. •8 
The Civil · Service Commission in Ogden cons i sts of three 
· members, appointed by the council who designates one member as chair-
man. The three members serve :si x-year terms on a staggered basis .9 
The commissioners must be electors of the municipality and are usually 
well-known citizens. At the present the commission consists of a 
radio station manager, an attorney·, and a contractor. 10 
It is the duty of the Ci vi'l Service Commission to pro vi de 
the administrative structure in which hiring and appointment occurs 
with merit pri nciples to retain efficient government service. 11 
The composition of Ogden's Home Rule government can be seen 
in Figure 5. The citizenry elects the council to office . The 
council, in turn, elects one of its members to act as chairman and 
mayor. The council also appoints a city manager to administer ci ty 
pol icy and a Civil Service Commission to administer merit civil 
7city of Ogden, Personnel Policy and Pay Plan, Ogden, Utah, 
Approved January 25, 1968. 
8city of Ogden, Civil Service Rules and Regulations, 2nd 
revision, Ogden, Utah, Approved· December 22, 1966, Introduction . 
9City of Ogden, Ogden City Charter, p. 24 . 
10Interview with Velma Davis, Execut i ve Secretary in 
Personne l Office of Ogden City, August 22, 1968. 
11 city of Ogden, Civil Service Rules and Regulations, p. l . 
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Figure 5. Composition of Ogden's home rule governmenta 
aHome Rule· government is unique to Ogden City; however, this 
form of government is · avai-lable· to all Utah municipalities. 
bSource of Figure 5: · JeDon A. Emenhiser, Utah's Governments 
(Palo Alto, California: The· National · Press, 1964!, p. 
service principles . 
Employee organizations 
As mentioned earlier, Ogden City has four employee organiza-
tions. The re is one national union, the International Association of 
Fire Fighters (IAFF). Two of the independent local associations have 
state-wide implications as well as municipal organizat i on. These two 
are the Ogden Firemans Assoc iation and the Police Benefit Ass ociation . 
The other independent local · organization is the Ogden Ci ty Employees 
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Association . 12 
Ogden City has a tota 1 of 550 full-time emp 1 oyees with a 
summer seasonal crew of an extra 150. Peak employment during the 
summer months reaches above 700 for city employment . 13 Of the 550 
regular full-time employees 5"12 are members of the employee organi-
zations. Table 11 details the extent to which Ogden City employees 
hold membership in employee organizations. The independent local 
organizations are well entrenched in the city with most having a 20-
year or more background . The National Union, AFL-CIO Local 1654 of 
Ogden Fire Fighters, has only been in the city six months. The last 
union that was in Ogden was also associated with the fire fighters 
but terminated in 1948. 14 
Table 11. Extent of affiliation with employee organizations 
in Ogden City, 1968a 
Name of organizati on Total Per cent of department members organized 
International Association of 
Fire Fighters, AFL-CIO 64 55 
Ogden Firemen's Associ ation 117 100 
Police Benefit Associ ation 116 100 
Ogden City Employee Association 215 39 
TOTAL in all employee organi. 512 93 
aSource: All information was received from the presidents or 
secreta r ies of the local employee organizations. Personnel Director 
gave information on the national union August 22, 1968. 
13 Ibid. 
14 rnte rview with Joe Hilton, Administrative Assistant in 
Fire Department and Secr·etary-Treasurer of Ogden Firemen's 
Association, August 22, 1968. 
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Problems have arisen between the independent local 
associations and the union~ · The local associations tend to view the 
union as a group of "misfits" who are full of gripes and grudges about 
management . The locals, as well as some personnel directors feel 
that the union is generally · ~ troublemaker. The union, in turn, 
views the locals as "company unions" with pro-management leanings . 
Perhaps the most friction between association and union has 
arisen in the Fire Department. The Ogden Firemen's Association has 
been in existence for 35 years and has generally been in charge of 
firemen · po 1 icy, especially at the 1 oca 1 1 eve l. 
The Ogden Firemen's Association is affiliated with the Utah 
State Firemen's Association. It pays its dues to the organization 
ana· sends · delegates to the state association on the basis of its 
·· membership totals (10 members= 1 delegate) . For this reason it has 
for some time been the spokesman for Ogden's firemen. 
Since the organization of the AFL-CIO Loca l 1654 Fire 
Fighters, there has been an overl apping by the union in local organi-
zational · policy . 15 Previously, there was an agreement that the union 
would concern itself with wages, salary, working conditions, hours, 
etc . The local association was to be in charge of pension legislation, 
dances, funerals, collections, etc . Recently the union has been 
seeking to legis l ate by promoting its own association, the Federated 
Fire Fighters, in Ogden, Provo, and Salt Lake City. 16 This would 
by-pass the local association and exclude them from policy 
15 Ibi d. 
16 rbid . 
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matters. 17 
Discrepancies have arisen between Ogden City civil service 
management and the union . The president of Local 1654 said that there 
was a discrepancy in Ogden's Civil Service Rules that was in conflict 
with state law. This led the Attorney General to give his opinion 
on the matter, resulting in a change in Ogden's civil service policy . 
The Attorney General stated that "State civil service laws . 
supersede provisions of the Ogden City Charter involving the same 
subject matter." 18 
Because of these incidents, and similar ones, employee 
organizations are quite divided in negotiation policy . At least one 
administrator views the union as a nuisance that often by-passes 
his office either going to the city manager or council to get con-
cessions . He indicated that the union has no contract or agreement 
with the city and therefore has no riqht to bargain . On the other 
hand, a good rapport exists between management and the local 
associations. 
Scope of bargaining 
The scope of bargaining, or range of issues bargainable in 
Ogden, varies a great deal depending upon the employee organization 
involved. Table 12 indicates the type of bargaining each employee 
organization desires to undertake with the city. City manager, 
Charles Ke lly, indicated that· there was no bargaining in Ogden City 
17The matter of policy is highly complex because members of 
IAFF Union are also members of the Firemen's Association. To further 
complicate the issue, the IAFF Local 1654 president is a captain in 
the Fire Department and considered part of the managerial structure. 
18ogden Standard Examiner, August 2, 1968, Section A, p. 1. 
Table 12. The desired scope of bargaining between Ogden City 
and employee organizationsa 
Barqainable iss ues 
Group Worki~g - Classi-Employee 






y y y 
*Y indicates employee organization seeks to bargain with city over these issues. 
aSource: Leaders of emoloyee organizations and Assistant City 





by employee groups . Nevertheless, each employee organization has 
obtained concessions throughout its existence . 19 The IAFF, which 
has been established only si x months and has no contract with the 
city, has negot i ated on and received awards . 
· Besides the civil se rvice opinion given by the State Attorney 
General on list selection for advan cement, the union has also 
negotiated, without success, over higher seniority scoring in advance-
ment tests . 20 The IAFF Local 1654 AFL-CIO has also obtained pool 
tables, blinds, color TV's, and gun re loading equipment at their 
stations. They have also negotiated with the city manager over 
trading privileges and shop privileges, in both cases receiving 
their desires. 21 
The Ogden Firemen's Association (OFA) has more recently 
switched to a social role in· Ogden. However, there is a close 
contact with the department head on issues that may affect the fire-
men's interest. Rather than going directly to the personnel director 
or city manager, the OFA seeks benefits by- approaching the department 
head over an issue . 22 The OFA is also a member of the state-wide 
Utah State Firemen ' s Association which legislates on the state level 
for firemen's benefits . One issue that has been stressed by this 
19
rnformation obtained from response by city manager, 
Charles Kelly, to survey questionnaire. 
20
rnterview with Raymond W. Cassell, Personnel Director and 
Assistant City Manager of Ogden City, August 22, 1968. 
21
rnterview wi t h Joe Hilton, Admin is t rative Assistant in Fire 
Deoar tment and Secretary-Treasu rer· of Ogden Firemen's Association, 
August 22, 1968. 
22 Ibid . 
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local association is pensions . They fee l that pension l egis lation 
has been a res ult of their negotiation efforts.
23 
The Police Benefit Association (PBA) is similar to the OFA 
in that it is more docil e in nature, be ing organized primarily for 
the purpose of social functions and internal cohesion. 24 There i s a 
grievance committee for internal problems, and general meetings are 
held throughout the year. It has openly sought better retirement 
for· poli cemen and recognized the problem of l m·• wages in the force. 
The PBA is both state and nationally affiliated . It seeks to 
· establish a rapport both internally and with local businessmen. The 
organization also permits reserve officers, 35 of them, in its 
membership. 25 As in the case of the OFA, this organi za tion leans 
·· toward co llective negotiations through supervisory channels rather 
th an circumventing them as the union does . 
The most versatile employee organization in Ogden City seems 
to · be the Ogden City Employees Asso cia tion (OCEA). The OCEA was 
organized in the years just .after World War II. The organization 
seeks to expand employee· benefits while at the same time maintaining 
cooperation with city administration. 26 The City Employees Associa-
tion seeks information from .other· cities on ways to better employee 
conditions and promote fellowship. It was instrumenta l in obtaining 
23 Ibid. 
24 rnterview with Robert Mosher, President of the Ogden City 
Police Benefit As sociation, August 22, 1968. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Interview with Richard Merre ll, President of the Ogden City 
Employees Associati on, August 22 , 1968. 
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the 5-day, 40-hour work week in 1954. The employee group also 
helped instigate paid vacations and leave benefits, hosp ital and 
health insurance, increased wages, pension plans, and retirement 
regulations. 27 The negotiation method of OCEA is to enter a request 
directly to the city mana9er by letter. The manager reviews the 
issues with representa tives of the local association, and between 
them it is determined what grants will be made. 28 The OCEA also 
acts as an interest group on state legislation when it desires to 
become involved. 
It should be noted that the scope of bargaining for the 
employee organizations (especially loca l associations) is quite 
limited on the local level. Nonetheless, the organizations often 
concentrate their efforts on the state legislatures as interest 
groups for more benefits. 
Table 13 indi cates some of the· concessions gained by the 
employee organization through negotiation procedures in Ogden City . 
Each · organization throughout its history has been able to gain some 
benefits for its members through collective efforts . 
In conjunction with better management-employee relations, 
Ogden has an Advisory Board in the Personnel Department. This Board 
supposedly e'liminates the need for .collective bargaining by the 
employee organizations. As mentioned in Chapter IV, this Advisory 
Board is composed of top peop le from local industry, government 




Table 13. Benefits obtained by the employee organizations 
of Ogden Citya 





Civil Service opinion, pool tables, 
color TV's, gun reloading equipment, 
blinds, private use of shop, trading 
privileges, four days off, and 
welding equipment. 
Social direction, pension legislation, 
flowers for funerals, station improve-
ments, i.e., TV's, hot plates, 
chairs, etc. 
Better wages for policemen, and 
an effe ctive retirement plan. 
Fi ve-day, 40-hour week, paid 
vacations, leave and sick leave 
benefits, hospital and hea lth 
insurance, pension and retirement 
improvements, higher wages for 
city employees. 
aSource: Information obtained from leaders in employee 
organizations and Personnel Director of Ogden City in personal 
interviews, August 22, 1968. 
bThese awards are not representative of all benefits gained 
by the employee organizations, but some of the more pertinent ones 
whi ch were menti oned · in the interviews. 
th e Board, salaries are adjusted each year or two and fringe benefits 
are decided upon . Officers of the employee organizations are then 
called· in and informed of changes. 29 Last year the Board recorrmended, 
and obtained, a five per cent increase i n wages. 30 In theory the 
29 r ntervi ew with Raymond W. Casse 11 , Personne 1 Director 
and As sistant City Manager or Ogden Ci ty , August 22, 1968 . 
30 rbid . 
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personnel policy and pay plan structure is maintained at a level of 
employee satisfaction. 
As can be seen, however, the employee organizations are 
not entirely satisfied with the "motion" of governmental machinery. 
The Personnel Director felt that the five per cent wage increase 
last year was low . 31 The employee organizations are therefore 
partic ipating in negotiation programs in order to further increase 
their own benefits . This tends to be another source of contention 
among the organizations and· management. As one administrator stated 
"Prob 1 ems wi 11 arise when one group, such as firemen, want a 1 a rge 
increase for themselves at the expense of all other employees ... 
None· of the employee· organizations actually participate in 
the budget preparation processes of the city. However, the department 
heads are all owed to sit with the city manager in budget preparation. 
This may provide employee groups the opportunity to meet informally 
with the department heads several times prior to submission of the 
budget to the manager. 
Grievance procedure 
Grievance procedures are also available to allow employees the 
opportunity to express themselves concerning individual problems . The 
proper method of approach by the employees with grievances is through 
the · forma lly organized supervisory channels. 32 Accordingly, the 
employee would approach the superv isor ; and if not settled on this 
31 Ibid . 
32 Ibid . 
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level, it could go through the department head and finally to the 
Personnel Director . At the present, there seems to be no formally 
organized grievance procedure availab l e to the city emp loyees. There 
have been very few cases of grieva nce the past year with most of the 
grievances that have reached the Personnel Director coming from the 
local union . 33 
In conclusion, Ogden City is a good example of collective 
bargaining practices in a council-manager municipality. It is 
apparent that the city has a strong a,d effective city manager in 
employee affairs and policy admini stration . This is evident by the 
non-policY' role of the mayor and the City Charter's authorization of 
department head appointment by the manager. 
Though the definition of merit system may vary from city to 
city, it is evident that Ogden has an extensive civil service sys tem. 
The Civil Service Commission of Ogden defines the personnel policy 
in regard to merit principles . The employee organizations are very 
conscious of the rules and regulations protecting them, and they are 
also quick to expand the merit system to encompass any benefits that 
may include them. 34 Merit civil · servi ce· i s viewed as being both 
protective and antiquated . For this reason many cities are finding 
it necessary to revamp their systems. 
The Home Rule Charter of the city gives Ogden great leeway in 
33Ibi d. 
34Reference here is to the conflict between State and City 
Civil Service Regulations which was i nstigated by the IAFF Local . 
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directing its affairs, especially internally. 35 Because of this the 
city may be slow to recognize nationally affiliated emp loyee 
organizations such as the IAFF on a contract basis. The local 
independent associations are much better accepted by management because 
they are less aggressive in their tactics and more apt to follow a 
regimen in negotiating. 
· As is the case generally, the local associations are skeptical 
of the union . 36 This antipathy is especially prevalent between 
Local 1654 and the Ogden Firemen's Association over policy encroach-
ment. 
Each of the employee organizations have issues they are most 
concerned with when it comes to scope of bargaining. All of the 
organizations have received some gains by collective negotiations 
throughout their histories. 
In an effort to reduce employee representation in municipa l 
po licy, Ogden has also established an Advisory Board under the 
direction of the personnel .office. The Board has been effective in 
the past, and at present there are no plans to eliminate it in favor 
of coll ective bargaining in total . 
There is friction presently among the union and employee 
organi zations concerning benefits going to one group and not to the 
other . An ambivalent situation exists at present i n Ogden's Fire 
Department·. Members of the union are also members of the Firemen's 
35state of Utah, Constitut i on of the State of Utah, Article 
XI, Secti on 5, Paragrap h 6. 
36warner and Hennessy, Public Management at the Bargaining 
Table, p. 221. 
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Association. 37 If the union seeks benefits for its 64 members, the 
rest of the department is excluded . 
Last, Ogden has a grievance procedure system which is 
informally structured through supervisory channels . It is seldom 
used; however, at present union·.members seem to be frequenting it 
at every occasion. 
37 Interview with Joe Hilton, Administrative Assistant in 
Fire Department and· Secretary-Treasur er of Ogden Firemen's 




Collective bargagining in the public sphere has long been a 
neglected subject . Major breakthroughs on the federal level have 
tended t o provoke philosoph i c and scholarly comments by political 
scienti sts and students of labor relations. However, little is known 
of the "grass roots" negotiations, especially those developing at 
the muni cipal level . Two factors are relevant in analyzing collective 
negotiations at the muni cipal level . They are (1) does the city have 
any formally organized employee organizations, i.e . , unions or 
independent locals, and (2) if no formal employee organizations 
exist how do employees make their desires known . 
In considering these two facets of co ll ective bargaining in 
municipalities of various sizes, the council-manager form of government 
was se lected as a constant. Because management usually represents 
the sovereign (or government unit) in making decisions for the 
employees, the city manager was surveyed in hopes that the pro-
fessionalism of the office would evoke objectivity in the response . 
However, the Ogden study revealed that discrepancies often existed 
between management's perceptions and employees' perceptions of similar 
issues . Aside from perception of i ssues, both sides of the employ-
ment spectrum generally agreed on actual procedure involved . 
The tentat i ve hypotheses proposed in Chapter I have been 
introduced throughout the thesis but need to be reviewed . 
The first hypothesis that "the city manager, because of the 
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presumed professionalism of his office, is more objective and 
politically neutral in dealing with public municipal employees than 
would be an elected official" was not substantiated in this study . 
Two fa ctors seemed to imp ly that the city managers surveyed were 
not entirely objective in their deal ings with municipal employees . 
They are (l) a predominan ce of local-amateurs in the cities surveyed 
making objectivity in political affairs quite difficult, and (2) a 
lack of "professionalism" as defined in the study coupled with lack of 
authority in employee relations. Future studies of Utah municipalities 
with varying governmental structures may reveal that no substantial 
difference exists in co ll ective bargaining practices. 
The second hypothesis that "the city manager wi 11 exert more 
policy initiation in municipal employee relations if (l) the mayor 
is appointed by the council -and (2) the city manager appoints all 
department heads" was not supported by sufficient evidence in this 
study. The survey found only one city manager in a position where 
he did not have to share administrative authority with the mayor and 
where all departmen t heads were subject to his appointment and dis-
missal. Because of the "local" aspect involved in previous adminis-
trative experience and domicile of the city managers, other factors 
could tend to counterbalance the sense of policy efficacy that may 
exist if t hese two facets of the .hypothesis were to develop. 
The third hypothesis that "the larger the city greater the 
probab i lity that employee organizations will exist in the public work 
force of that city" tended to be true i n 60 per cent of the larger 
cities (those wi th populati ons over 10,000) . Ogden, the largest of 
the council-manager municipalities, has four employee organizations 
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in its municipal work force . All five cities listing a population of 
10,000+ are situated along the Wasatch Front. Of these, three cities 
listing formal employee organizations are located within a fifty-mile 
radius . This would seem to indicate that formal employee organizations 
are found in areas with the greatest population density and where 
employee structure allows them. 
The fourth hypothesis that "the smaller council-fuanager 
municipalities are more likely to have unstructured and informal 
methods of negotiation with management than are munic i palities with a 
population of 10,000 or more" also appeared to be validated in this 
study. In nine of the cities, because of the lack of formal employee 
organizations to negotiate policy in behalf of the employees, informal 
bargaining procedures existed in the form of collective grievances 
that could be heard throughout the managerial hierarchy. 
Essentially, the larger cities had employee organizations 
which necessitate more sophisticated negotiations. The two cities of 
10,000 or more not listing employee organizations still indicated that 
formal methods of bargaining were available to public employees . 
It was very difficult to measure the fifth hypothesis which 
states "the greatest bargaining potential resides in the merit-formal 
approach and the least in the non-merit-advisory approach." The 
results of the survey tend to support this hypothesis, but because 
there are no constant definitions as to what is "formal" or "merit" 
the proposition cannot be validated. Each city manager defined merit 
and formality according to perception of present situation . There is 
no statutory law binding third class c{ties to a system of merit civil 
service, and procedure for dealing with employees was also an individual 
~ 
definition. Therefore, there would appear to be more bargaining in a 
merit-formal than a non-merit-advisory situation, but this is not con-
clusive . 
The Ogden study was an in-depth probe to garner further 
information on the public employment situation. The results of the 
study supported much of what had already been ascertained in the 
questionnaire response. What the study did accomplish was to pro-
vide varying viewpoints of similar .employment problems. By inter-
viewing the municipal managers and employee representatives, bath 
sides of the labor spectrum were exposed . 
Militant trends in Utah's public municipal employment 
resulting in strikes and walkouts has been nonexistent thus far. 
The public of Utah's municipalities has been fortunate that an 
attitude of compromise and understanding exists in the employer-
employee situation . However, complacency is not the answer . A new 
belligerency is in the air, particularly among nationally affiliated 
organizations . New procedures need to be established in order to 
meet changing demands . 
In conclusion, because of .the drastic changes which are 
occurring in the Twentieth Century, many of our life phases in the 
living and working conditions are being affected by publi c employees . 
It is understandable that public employees should demand more effective 
means of participating in determination of their employment terms . 
This is the only equitable thing to do. But public rights should not 
be infringed upon by strikes so as to enervate the operation of 
democracy . New cooperat i ve attitudes and procedures are needed in 
understanding the negotiation processes . As the Governor's Committee 
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on Public Employment Relations for the state of New York stated 
In municipal and state governments, chief executives, budget 
directors, department heads, and hard-pressed school boards 
normally must manage as best they can without competent 
full-time staff advice and assistance in employee relations . 
Thus, when suddenly faced with demands from an employee 
organization, they improvise measures to deal with crisis 
situations. Often they are uncertain of their authority, 
unaware of precedents established in other departments of 
agencies, and unable to call · in
1
qualified advisors to help 
them formulate sound positions. 
New procedures must develop to meet the challenge of new 
employee relations, particularly at the municipal level where 
quiescence is giving .way to militancy .and unrest. 
1Governor's Committee .on Public .Employee Relations--Final 
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1. Presently employed as city manager of------------------------
2, 3, 4, 5. Please give a brief resume of yourself including: age, 
birthplace, amount of education, field of study, previous 
experience, and location of experience prior to present 
position. 
6. In your city, have city employees organized in order to engage in 
collect ive bargaining? Yes No 
7. Are city employees prohibited from organizing for the purpose 
of collective bargaining by law in your city?-------------
8. If public employee organizations exist in your city would you 
classify them into (1) Nationally affiliated ___ (2) Independent 
Locan Associat1ons ___ (3) Both Types __ _ 
9. Would you list, name, and describe briefly the types of public 
employee organizations existent in your city. (Use extra sheet 
i f needed) 
Nationa 1 
Local 
10 Would you class1fy your city as being under the Merit or 
Non-Merit System 
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11 . Do you have a formal arrangement _______ Informal arrangement 
or Advisory arrangement ______ in negotiating with 
your public employees? (Please Comment . )---------------------
12. Who negotiates for, or represents management in, negotiations 
with the organized public employees? _______ Mayor 
_______ City Co unci 1 
_______ City Manager 
Other 
13 . If there is no formal method of dealing with employee groups, 
what is the appropriate method for employee groups to make 
proposals to the administration? ---------------------------
14. What are cons i dered bargainable issues in your city? 
______ Wages __ Benefits ______ Group Insurance __ Working 
Conditions Hours Classifications ____ City Budget 
Othe r ( l i st) 
15 . Are your un i fo rmed employees (firemen, policemen, etc . ) able to 
bargain on the same issues as other employees? Please Comment. 
16. Do you, as the City Manager, appoint all department heads, or do 
you share in the appointment procedures with others?-------
17 . What 1s the present population of your city?------------------
18 What i s the esti mated annual growth rate of your city? ________ _ 
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19 . How is the Mayor of your city elected? At large ______ _ 
Counci 1 Other _____ _ 
20 . Do you think your arrangement fo r dealing with organized public 
employees i s adequate or not? Why? ------------------------
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Appendi x B 
Twenty-Two Ci t ies i n Utah Li st i ng a Coun ci l-Manage r 
Form of Government 
Tab l e 14 . Twen ty- t wo ci t i es i n Utah l is t i ng a Counci l-Manager 
fo rm of governmenta 
Date Class i - Puoula-
Incorporated Ci ty f icati on t ion Ma na ger 
1853 Amer i can For k 3rd 7,500 Ray C. Nelson 
1967 Beaver 3rd l ,650 G. Elmer Paice 
1941 Blanding 3rd 1 ,805 Francis D. Niel son 
1892 Bountiful 3rd 27,000 Grant P. Petersen 
1868 Cedar City 3rd 8,400 Arnold E. Anderson 
1922 Clearfield 3rd 11 , 500 Clarence J . Stoker 
1913 Enterprise 3rd 825 John W. Thomas 
1903 Milford 3rd 1 ,400 Alv i n Sk i llicorn 
Moron i 3rd 900 Glen Bailey 
Monti ce 11 o 3rd 2,000 Philip K. Palmer 
1866 Nephi 3rd 3,000 R. W. Christensen 
Ogden Home Rule 76 ,000 Cha r les R. Kelly 
1919 Orem 3rd 25,000 Earl Wengreen 
Richfield 3rd 5,000 Ke i t h Christensen 
1937 Roy 3rd 15,000 A. Wayne Kimber 
1892 St. George 3rd 6,200 M. Lynne Empey 
1920 Sal em 3rd 980 Don C. Pierce 
1893 Sandy 3rd 4,800 Almon A. Nelson 
1898 Ve rna 1 3rd 5,000 Buell Bennett 
1907 Well ington 3rd l ,800 Thomas F. Quayle 
1941 West Jordon 3rd 4,500 Robert H. Steadman 
Wi 11 ard 3rd 814 Merle Ipsen 
aTh i s is the cur rent 1 isting as found in the Directory of Utah 
Municipa l Offi ci als 1968-1969' Salt Lake City, Utah : Utah Mun ic1pal 
League, 1968 . 
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Appendix C 
The Connecticut Municipal Employee Relations Act 
The Connecticut Munici pal Employee Relat i ons Act (Public Act No . 159) , 
enacted June 4, 1965, as published i n Kenneth 0. Warner and Ma ry L. 
Hennessy ' s Public Management at the Bargai ning Table, Chicago, Il li no is: 
Publ 1c Per sonnel Associat i on, 1967, p. 359-361 . 
Connecticut has been one of the more progress i ve states 
provid i ng its municipal employees with statutory regulations and 
options in the public employment situati on . The following is a digest 
of the main features of Public Act No . 159 . 
OUTLINE OF MAJOR PROVISIONS 
By its more significant provisions, this Act: 
Grants to municipal and local government employees the right 
to JOin employee organizations and to bargain collectively 
concern i ng wages, hours, and other· conditions of employment, 
but excluding the examination system . 
Provides for mandatory collective bargaining with prov isi ons 
for the agreement to be put in writing. 
Excludes supervisors, elected and administrative offi cers, 
teachers, and part-time employees; fire and pol ice persons 
must join separate units; no one unit shall con t ain pro-
fessional and nonprofessional employees unless they so indi cate . 
Provi des for a grievance procedure; for the use of the ser -
Vl ces of the Connect i cut State Board of Mediation and 
Arbitration; and includes fact-finding provis i ons. 
Authorizes the parties to negotiate provi sions for dues and 
initi ation checkoff. 
Proh i bits strikes . 
Lists proh1bited practices . 
L1sts emp loyee and employe r r1ghts. 
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DEFI NITIONS 
A municipal employer is defined as "any political subd i vision 
of the state including any town, city, borough, distri ct, school 
board, housing authority or other authority established by law" or 
t he ir designated rep~esentatives (s. 1(1)) . 
Employee means any employee of a mun icipal emp l oyer, classified 
or not, except elected or administra t i ve official s, boa rd and 
commission members, certified teachers, and part-time employees . 
Employee organization means any lawful association, l abor 
organizations, federation, or cou nci l having as its pri mary purpose the 
improvement of wages, hours, and other conditions of employment. 
Collectiye bargaining i ncludes meetings appropriately related 
to the budget-making process in addi tion to wages , hours, and other 
conditions of employment . Th is does not compel either party to 
agree to a proposal or require the making of a consession. 
EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE RIGHTS 
The employee organizati on may not restrain or coerce employees 
in the exercise of this Act, nor employers in the se l ect i on of their 
representatives for collective bargaining, nor refuse to bargain 
collectively in good faith. 
While the employee organizati on has the right to bargain 
collectively and the employee has the right to join un ions and partici-
pate in t his activity, the emp·loyer retains the right to conduct and 
grade merit examination and to rate candidates in the order of their 
relative excellence from which appoi ntments are made. Thi s fun ct ion 
is a management right, not subject to bargaining . 
The employer may not interfere, restrain , or dominate employee 
organizations, nor discharge or dis cri minate against employees for 
compliance with this Act, nor refuse to bargain in good faith. 
RECOGNITION AND CERTIFI CATION 
The State Labor Relations Boa rd, when petitioned by either 
party, determines a question of representation of emp l oyees. If such 
a question exists, "it shall direct an election by secret ba ll ot or 
shall use any other suitable method t o determine whether and by which 
employee organization the employees desire to be represen ted and shall 
certify the results thereof" (s.5(l)) . The organization which received 
the majority of the bal l ots cast is the unit for col lective bargaining. 
Once the State Board of Labor Re l ations designates or the 
municipal employer recognizes an employee organization that 
% 
organization shal l be recognized by the employer to be the exclusive 
bargaining agent for the employees of that unit. 
The State Labor Re lations Board is authorized to: 
1. Decide cases where a question of representat ion exists; 
2. Determi ne whether a supervisory position exists, whi ch 
i s to be excluded from t he coverage of the Act; 
3. Decide whether the unit appropriate for purposes of 
collective bargaining shall be the municipal emp loyer unit 
or other unit thereof, with separate unit s required for 
certain uniformed and supervisory workers; and 
4. Determine whether a quest ionable practice conforms to 
procedures prescribed by the Act. 
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
The chief executive offi ce r, whether elected or appointed, or 
hi s designated representative, shall represent the muni cipal employer 
in co l lective bargaining with employee organizations. 
The budget-appropriating body of the municipal ity is empowered 
to appropriate whatever funds are required to comply with an agreement 
approved by the municipality ' s legislative body, except where the 
bargaining agent has exclusive control over wages, hours , and other 
working conditions . A body of this type is authorized to enter into 
agreement on those items. Where th ere is a conflict between an agree-
ment reached in accordance with this Act or any charter, special act, 
ordinance, rules, or regulations adopted by the municipal ity, the 
terms of the collective agreement shall prevail . 
Municipal employers and employee organizations are authorized 
to negotiate provisions for payroll deductions and uni on due s and 
initiation fees. 
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 
Ei t her party may, after a reasonable amount of time for 
negotiation, petition the State Labor Relations Board to initiate 
fact finding . The person selected as factfinder will set the date and 
pl ace of hearings; the cost shall be divided equally between emp loye r 
and employee organization. The fact finder can al so mediate . 
An individual employee can present his grievance to hi s 
employer at any time without the· interference· of the employe e 
organization. 
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The Board is available for purposes of mediation of gr i evance 
or contract disputes and for purposes of arbitration of di sputes over 
the interpretation or application of the terms of a written agreement . 
Appendix D 
Letter of Transmission Accompanying Questionnaire 
to Uta h's City Managers 
June 26, 1968 
Dear Mr. ----------
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I am a candidate for the Master of Sci en ce degree in Public 
Administration at Utah State University, and have sel ected fo r my 
thesis the topic of Collective· Bargaining in Utah's Co unci l -Manager 
Municipalities. 
This topic was selected because local government is the 
fastest growing employer of personnel in the nation , and because 
government encounters more profound problems in the employee-management 
sphere than does private industry . My investigation has dis closed that 
very little is known of co llective bargaining practi ces in the small 
and medium size cities in Western · America . I hope to make a contribution 
to this important area of public management. 
In order to determine what practices do exist in the state of 
Utah a questionnaire has been prepared and is being sen t to the City 
Managers of the region . The questionnaire was specifically addressed 
only to the City Managers because of the ir known professional competence 
and philosophy of objectivity . 
It is realized that your ti me is at a premium so the questionnaire 
is quite brief. It is also realized that each municipality is unique; 
therefore, any additional comments or suggestions would be wel comed 
from you on the bl ank section of the last page. 
Since relatively little is known about this topic I wi ll be 
happy to make any resu lts found in this study available to you upon 
request . 
Thank you very much for your cooperation in assisting with the 
research for this thesis. 
Sincerely, 
Ronald L. McKim 
Department of Political Science 
College of Business & Social Science 
Utah State Uni versity 
Logan, Utah 84321 
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